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Introduction

One of the discussion topics which aze becoming more and more popular among different

layers of the population are pension benefits, pension claims and the pension system in

general. For most people, pensions are considered to be the financial reflection of a moral

claim of the elderly, who built up the Netherlands after the war and who saved for their own

pension, on the young generation, who are said to profit from the efforts of their ancestors.

Seen in this light, all cutbacks of the pension system (be it financially or in terms of num-

bers of beneficiaries) aze considered to be an act of betrayal towards the old generation,

which explains the reactions one gets when suggesting some changes to the system.

It is however clear that the above reasoning implicitly makes some assumptions which are

not necessarily true. The first assumption is that a former contributor to the state pension has

a claim on a pension of the same benefit-level, for the reason that he contributed to it. The

second assumption is related to the additional pension schemes and is that every member of

a generation covers (at least on average) his or hers own pension claim. If these assumptions

were true, the inevitable conclusion would be that the participants are entitled to just the

same pension benefit as the former generations. However, aze these assumptions true? They

aze not'; the first one certainly not, which is due to the juridical and technical construction

of the state pension. In this pension, called the General Old Age Act or AOW (Algemene

OuderdomsWet), a working generation directly maintains the retired generation, just as this

' At least, ifwe ignorc mocal aspects of the problem.
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generation maintained their ancestors, when they were working. This does impose a moral

claim concerning the existence of the pension scheme, but does not say anything about the

level of the benefit of the AOW. The counterargument that every young generation has a

right to paying the same contribution as their ancestors did, and nothing more, is equally

true, although seldom heard.

As said, the second assumption is that every member of a generation on average covers his

or hers own additional pension benefit. This assumption means that no generation has to

carry a burden for the additional pension benefit of any of the preceding generations and

therefore that pension funds do not have to cover deficits. Whether this is the case is heavily

disputed by the pension funds themselves, but, strangely enough, this seems to have no im-

pact on the confidence people have in the pension funds. The central question is whether this

confidence is misplaced or not, or, in other words, whether or not the additional pension of

a generation puts a burden on the following generations. This can be reformulated in one,

very simple question: does intergenerational substitution of income exist through pension

funds, and what is the cause, direction and size of this income flow and, last but not least,

what are the possibilities to solve this problem? Finding the answer to these questions is the

core of this research project.

This text consists of several parts. The first chapter is more or less introductory, and

discusses the dutch pension system, the organization and the different methods of financing

additional pensions. The second chapter is more theoretical and discusses the possible

reasons for the existence of intergenerational substitution from the young to the old

generation. The third chapter will discuss several empirical pension-simulating models and

we will discuss their applicability with respect to finding the answers to the questions stated

above. So, in short, this text covers two areas of interest: the theoretical possibilities for

intergenerational redistribution of income, along with a note on their likeliness and size, and

the empirical modelling of pensions and pension systems in the Netherlands.
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1. Pensions in the Dutch System of Social Security

1.1. De,finition

Petersen (Petersen, 1990, p.17) defines a pension as:

...uitkeringen indien een bepaalde welomschreven gebeurtenis plaatsvindt.

where this "event" is reaching the age of 65 (in the case of an old age pension) or when one

becomes either a widowlwidower or an orphan, in which cases one is entitled to a AWW

pension. The latter pension is not the type of pension which is of our interest here. We

concentrate here on the old-age pension, which can be defined as the allowance one is entit-

led to from the month one is obliged to step out the labour process and~or the labour force,

due to the reachment of the pension-age.

1.2. 7he role of the pension-schemes in the Dutch social security system

A large part of the dutch pension system is organized on a decentralized level. DevreeseZ

specifies this system as follows:

private and individual insurance schemes

G P supplementary ;
O E enterprise ; enterprise profession.
V N pension ;
E S schemes ; pension groups
R I
N O branches of schemes pension
M N industry
E S pension schemes
N schemea
T

AOW ~ AAW

' Devrcese, 1989.
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Here, three levels are shown (quite confusingly referred to as "zuilen"). The first level

consists of the AOW (and AWW, when pensions are defined in the broad sense), which

provides a base level of protection. The second level consists the (semi) collective

supplementary pension schemes, which are organized and controlled on enterprise, branch

and profession level, and the third level consists of the whole of private and individual

pension insurance schemes. Consistent with the system of social security as a whole, the

AOW is dominated by the solidarity principle, and the sum of benefits for the elderly is paid

for by the working members of the younger generation. The supplementary pension schemes

are to a more extent dominated by the equality principle, where everyone finances his own

average future pension. Therefore, in this level, the relation between contribution and

expected benefits is much stronger, compared to the AOW.

We will now turn to a more profound discussion of the first two levels of (narrow-defined)

pensions.

1.3. General Old Age Pensions Act (AOW)

The AOW provides every habitant older than 65 with a flat-rated pension equal to a certain

perunage of the net minimum wage. The premiums are related to income, so there is a great

deal of solidarity or vertical income redistribution implicit in the system.

Nowadays, the AOW covers four groups of persons:

1. Married or cohabiting individuals, older than 65, whose partner is older than 65,

they each receive SOR'o of the net minimum wage.

2. Married or cohabiting individuals, older than 65, whose partner is younger than 65,

they receive 7096 of the net minimum wage. This benefit can be increased with a

maximum of 30~ if the younger partner has no or almost no income of hislher own.

3. Unmarried individuals, older than 65 and without children under 18 years of age.

They receive 709~ of the net minimum wage

4. Unmarried individuals older than 65, who are financially responsible for a person

younger than 18: they receive 90~b of the net minimum wage.

4



The formal organization of the AOW is quite simple: as said, the premiums burden directly

on income and are, more or less in the same period, transferred to the beneficiaries. The

organization of these transfers, and the holding of the funds involved, is in the hands of the

Social Security Bank (SVB), who, of course, is bound by regulations of the minister of

Social Affairs. The Social Security Bank also holds the administration of the AOW.

The development of the number of beneficiaries can be seen from the figure 1.

figure 1: volume AOW,
Zekerheid 1989, 1992.

source: Nota Sociale

It is clear that the discontinuity in 1985 is the result of married women entering the AOW,
following the law concerning the equal treatment of inen and women of 06-12-1984

(concerning contributions) and 28-03-1985. The growth rate before 1984 was positive and
slightly decreasing, and this is the same for the period after 1984, only on a higher level. In

terms of growth rates of the volume, the inclusion of women in the AOW has not led to
significant different results.

Before 1984, a married AOW beneficiary received 1009 of the net minimum wage; after

1984, he received only 509b, while his wife became entitled to the other SO~a. It is straig-

htforward, in this light, that the "jump" in the volume of the AOW is only partly reflected
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in the course of the expenditures of AOW; only the growth rate increases a bit, as can be

seen in the following figure:

73
77
21
20 -~

25

t~
i3
~2
~i

~

~D ~

69 70 71 77 73 7~ 75 76 77 7B 79 BD B~ 82 B3 B4 BS Bfi B7 BB

AOW
~,~nelLV~K ~ FI 1000

~ TTI rTl I I rTi I I I I 1 I I I I

9
8
7

c~me

figure 2: expenditures AOW, source: National
Accounts, Central Bureau of Statistics.

The conclusion seems to be that the inclusion of women as beneficiaries has been "paid for"

by the male-beneficiaries, as they went from 100 to SOqo of the net minimum wage.

Another interesting point is revealed by comparing the development of the purchase power

of the average AOW beneficiary with the average labour income:

period purch.pow.labour inc. purch.pow.AOW benif. Ij

74-82 12.6 16.4 I
83-86 -5.4 -5.~ i
1987 1.0 1.2
1988 0.5 -0.2
1989 -0.1 0.1

83-89 -4.0 -4.1
74-89 8.1 11.6

Source: Financiële nota sociale zekerheid 1990.
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On the whole, the AOW beneficiaries have experienced a higher growth of their purchase

power, relative to the purchase power of labour incomes. Especially during the seventies,

the difference is striking.

2. Supplementary Pension Schemes

2.1 History

Until the installation of the General Old Age Pensions Act (AOW: "Algemene Ouderdoms-

Wet") in 1957, all pension benefits, could by themselve not guarantee a subsistence mini-

mum to employees', something which they where not meant to do either. After World War

II, in 1947, Drees introduced the "Noodwet Ouderdomsvoorziening". As the benefits were

quite modest, this bill was followed by initiatives for the promotion and regulation of additi-

onal or occupational pension insurance schemes. This resulted in the Act on Compulsory

Participation in Industry Wide Pension Funds (Wet betreffende verplichte deelneming in een

BedrijfsPensioenFonds, BPF), which guaranteed the inclusion of the whole industry in a

certain pension fund. The reason for this act was basically to avoid adverse selection and to

exploit economies of scale, not to mention the influence of the solidarity principle. This act

has remained more or less the same since that year' (Devreese, p. 35). Some years later, in

1954, the Pension and Savings Funds Act (Pensioen- en SpaarfondsenWet PSW) was

effectuated, which obliged and guaranteed the practical implementation of a certain private

pension scheme, once it was voluntarily established in an industry, an enterprise or a profes-

sion group. In 1973 the PSW was modified: sanctions against enterprises who defaulted the

contributions, the pension rights for those leaving the industry before becoming 65, and who

faced a so called "pension gap" were meliorated and the position of women was

strengthened.

Another change took place in 1987 and this one concerned the pension-gap, the equal

treatment of inen and women as beneficiaries in the AOW and AWW, and opened

~ and txither werc they meant to provide wch a minimum.

4 Devreese, 1989, pag. 35
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possibilities to transfer pensions from one pension fund to another (value-transfer), without

experiencing a loss in terms of pension claims. In 1990, the premium-base changed from

premium-income to taxable income, where the premium-income is taxable income plus

AOW premiumss. From 01-01-1993 onward, pension funds are obliged to protect

participants from negative effects of a change between pension funds, in terms of future

pension claims.

From 1957 onward, the relative importance of occupational pension schemes grew rapidly.

It is remarkable at first sight that the AOW increased also during that period. However, this

is not contradictory, when one considers that this reflects the need there was for pension

schemes of both types. Secondly, both evolutions are no full substitutes, since the AOW is

meant to provide a basic subsistence level, whereas the other pension schemes provide the

pension income above this minimum. The importance of the complementary pensions can

also be seen using the table on the next page.

2.2 Complementary pension schemes and pension funds: definitions, juridical aspects and a

classification

We define a pension fund as an organization whose task it is to secure pension claims of

present and past participants of a pension scheme. The "payment obligation" or the total debt

of the pension fund with respect to its participants, is defined as the net present value of the

total claimsb. The reason for the existence of these funds is thus this payment obligation,

which is related to the financing method of these pensions. lfiis will be explained later.

It is remarkable that the juridical definition of pension schemes is to be found in the laws

concerning the wage tax (Wet op de LoonBelasting); this highlights the idea that

occupational pensions payments are seen as postponed wage payments. This definition is also

one where a pension scheme is defined in terms of an obligation, an obligation to provide an

income for (a) former- and current employees in the case of invalidity and~or o1d age and

for (b) their partners and unmarried children under the age of 21. The level of this income is

' See Neliasen, 1993, table 4.7 p. 123.

s van Aalst, 1993.
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determined by what is seen as reasonable by the society, taking into account the number of
years worked and the payment received when working'. In this definition, both the
sufidarity- as the insurance principleg can be found.

Two laws form the juridical basis for occupational compulsory pension schemes: the PSW
(Pensioen- en SpaarfondsenWet) and the BPF (wet betreffende verplichte deelneming in een
BedrijfsPensioenFonds). The PSW regulates pension schemes in general: it gives the

possibilities for an employer to implement a pension scheme and the requirements such a
pension scheme and a pension fund must meet. It does not hold for pension schemes which
are regulated by law, such as the pension fund for public servants. The BPF obliges a
employer or a group of employers to implement a pension scheme, when they have agreed
to do so. Both laws do not, however, determine the height of the pension allowance and

premiums. These are determined indirectly by the AOW; mostly, the benefit (and conse-
quently premiums) of the occupational pension schemes are set at such a level that the sum
of these benefits, together with the AOW allowance, equals 70qo of the income which is the

basis of the pension payment. This means that the pension fund must take account of the
height of the AOW-allowance.

' Petercen, 1991, p. 41.

' rcferred to ~t ihe "postponed-wage" principie, Petercen,m p. 41.
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2.2.1 7he organization of the Dutch Occupational Pension System

Ti~e Dutch system of occupational pensions can be characterizeà as follows:

industry-organization

employeea
i

employers

1
industry
wide
pension

funds

PSW

central
government

Insurance Chamber

employers 6
employees

organisations

admin.
offices
(a.o.
G.A.K.)

industry

pension
funds

legend:

firm-empl

PSW

firm-organization

I

Direct
Contracts

employers

Firm
Pension
Funds

PSW

social

funds

life
insur-
ance

firms

f irm

pension

funds

PSW: pension - and savings law ("Pensioen- en SpaarfondsenWet")

WL: life insurance law ("Life-insurance Law")

WVD: law for compulsory entering industry pension schemes ("Wet Verplichte

Deelneming bedrijfspensioenfonds")

The organization of the "financing-side" of the occupational pension system is quite simple.

The Insurance Chamber ("Verzekeringskamer"), consisting of representatives of the social
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partners and the government, controls the industry - and firm pension funds, according to

the PSW. It is remarkable, however, that this controlling is indirect, in the sense that it does

not control the 'insurance contract', but only the general performance of the pension funds.

The boards of the funds consist of representatives of the organisations of employers and the

employees. In the case of the firm pension funds, for completeness' sake, these are the

individual employer and the firm's employees representative council (ondernemingsraad).

The Administration Offices and local representatives of the industry - and social pension

funds provide the administrational information on beneficiaries. Apart from controlling and

organizing in cooperation through the Insurance Chamber, the government, in person of the

minister of Social Affairs, advised by the Social Economic Counsil (SER) and the Founda-

tion of Labour (STAR), can also directly control and influence the pension funds, namely

through laws and regulations9.

Hullu'o, considers several standards a good pension scheme should be able to meet; these

are:

a general social support for such a scheme; it seems beyond doubt that this condition

is met in the Netherlands.

a fair degree of consistency within the system; if we consider the Dutch pension

system in the broad sense (that is, including the AOW) this is the case: the basic

ideas behind the three different layers are consistent with the general character of the

Dutch social system: the solidarity principle is dominant for the AOW, which

provides a minimum benefit, whereas the equivalence principle is dominant for the

compulsory layers (compulsory pension schemes and private pension insurances).

However, when looking at the system of occupational pensions itself, the picture

changes. The organization of the scheme as a whole is quite simple, as shown earlier

' For sske of completeness, the Pension Chamber snd the "Fonds VootfiefTing Pensicenvooaiening" hsve to be mentioned; the

former was installed to do tesearch on the wbject on the possible obligatory country-wide implementation of an additioml

pension scheme. As this institute has become more or leas obsolete, the government is planning to sbolish it ( see Nou

Aanwllende Pensicenen, p. 15), against the advise of the S.E.R. The "Fonds Voorheffing Pensicenvoorziening' provides the

coverage of pensions for the unemployed.

'a Braam, 1983.
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in the chart, but the regulations of the funds themselve can be different, since firms

in a certain industry are allowed to maintain a certain pension scheme, existent at the

moment that the minister of Social Affairs uses the WVD ("Wet Verplichte

Deelneming bedrijfspensioenfonds") to make a certain industry pension scheme

compulsory for that industry, when this firm-level pension scheme is equal to the

compulsory scheme". In other words, apart from some very general statements,

there are no precise regulations about the character of a pension fund, which means

that, on the pension-fund level, the organisation system is very heterogenous.

the system must be non-discriminatory: this demand is met fairly well, at least in my

opinion, especially since the equality of both sexes is regulated within the AOW.

One remark is that differentiation is forbidden as well. This means that women and

men pay the same premiums (given their income), which means that mortality

differences are not taken into account either. In the recent "Nota Aanwllende

Pensioenen", the government stresses the equal treatment of sexes in additional

pension schemes'Z.

low administration costs: according to Hullu, this is certainly not the case. Should

there be only one pension fund, then it could reduce its administration costs to 3.5 ~o

of the premium"; a situation which is far from reality. In 1982, 24 pension funds

were investigated on their administration costs; 5 had costs less than S~o, 8 over

lOlo and 5 had administration costs higher than 2010 of the premium".

A reasonable pension-outcome: It is beyond doubt that the pension-income has

considerable increased during the last decades. However, this is also due to the

increase of the AOW benefit level. The second remark which has to be made is that

the variation of income over the whole of the retirees is quite large, in the sense that

" it ia impottant to notice ihat the installation of a pemion scheme ia voluntarily; the WVD just atates that, when the decision
to implement auch a acheme ia taken, that it must be implemented and lhat it is obligatory for sll employees in ihat industry.

u Nou Aanwllende Pensioenen, 7tveede Kamer 1990.1991, 22 167 tus 1 and 2.

" Kader, indusuiebond FNV, mei 1982, in Braam, 1983.

" Braam, 1983.
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some people do not have an occupational insurance (the white spot), or to small (the
grey spot)'S.

The inevitable conclusion is that the occupational pension system needs some modifications,

in order to respond better to the standards as described above.

2.2.2 7iie classification of the di,,~`'erent pension types

In order to classify and clarify the different pension schemes, we use the following chart as

the point of departure1ó:

pension eystems

wage related
systems

incorporation
of the AOW

final pay
system

based on
years

worked

indexed

based on
age

non
indexed

average pay
system

indexed

indexed

other systems

available
premium
eystem

non
indexed

non
indexed

fixed
amount

fixed
amount
system

perc. of
salary

" In 1987, the Social Economic Council (SER) has not been able to produce an unanymous advise on whether (and how) ihe
govertunent sitould impose legal action to decrcase ihe white spot. The government agrces with the advise of the majority of the
SER, namely to do nothing and to push the twcial pattnen into solving ihis problem (Nota Aanwllende Pensioenen, p. 27).
71tis is consistent with the basic idea that ihe additioasl pension system is primariy a matter of the social psttners (Nota
Aanwllende Pensioenen, p. 5.)

t6 Source: Petersen, 1990, p. 60, ihe clarification of the different systems is also based on this book.
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a. Wage related pension systems

As the name says, the level of the pension depends on the wage one gained while working;
pensions of this type are based on the equivalence principe, the pension allowance is
considered to be delayed wage, where one is entitled to. A pension of 70~0 of the gros
annual wage is more than 704'0 of the net annual wage, since the difference between gros
and net income is smaller for people over 65 and since some expenditures are work-related
and become obsolete.

As said earlier, the level of the AOW generally must be taken into account, when

determining the occupational pension level. There are two methods to do this. The first one

is referred to as the built-in method; this is simply that the total pension one is entitled to, is

calculated. This pension, less the AOW allowance is the pension which must be covered by

the occupational pension scheme. A disadvantage of this method is that changes of the AOW

directly influence the level of the occupational pension, which can cause serious problems

for pension funds, should the government decide to decrease the AOW allowance. The

second method, the franchise method, is much more common. The underlying thought is

that part of the wage which one earns covers the AOW. T'herefore, the base for the occupat-

ional pension is only the wage minus that part of the wage which covers the AOW. If the

total pension is to equal 709'0 of the wage, then the part of the wage, which is used to cover

the occupational pensions, is derived as follows:

occupational pension - tota] pension - AOW

- 70~o wage - AOW

- 709~0 [ wage - (100170) AOW ]

- 70~0 [ wage minus franchise ]

The franchise is thus 1017 times the AOW.

Both methods leads to the same results, the difference occurs whenever the AOW is changed
fter an individual's date of retirement. In the built-in method, the occupational pension

benefit changes, whereas it does not in the case of the franchise method.

14



Another difficulty arises when noticing that the level of the AOW depends on the marital

status of the individual. At the moment of calculation of the franchise, one does not exactly

kl~ow which AOW one will receive after retirement. There are three possibilities: one can be

married and be the only one who is working (the so-called "eenverdienersechtparen"), in

which case one is entitled to 2 times the allowance for a married individual, one can be

single and one can be married with a partner who works also ("tweeverdieners"). These

situations lead to a decreasing AOW allowance, 70~o and 50 J respectively, and thus to a

decreasing franchise (which is IOl7 of the AOW). In practice, however, this problem is

solved by choosing only one francise-base (usually the AOW for a single participant) for all

participants. It is clear that the choice of what AOW to choose as the basis of the franchise

therefore leads to horizontal income substitution, dependent on ones marital status. Under

certain circumstances, it leads also to income substitution between generations, which will be

explained in the appendix 3.

Recently, franchises which are not directly related to a AOW are becoming more and more

popular, because they diminish the influence of insecurity of the AOW level and

demographic processes on the occupational pensions. An example is the use of the net

minimum wage. It is questionable, however, whether this really reduces insecurity".

As the AOW has been taken into account, one has to determine which wage must be used as

the base of the pension level, since the pension as a whole (including the AOW) must equal

70~a of the wage. As can be seen in the chart, there are two possibilities.

a.l. Final Pay System

This system is based on the thought that the pension level needs to allow an individual to

maintain the life-standard he had during his active life. This means that the salary he earned

in the last couple of years before becoming 65, must be the point of departure for the

determination of the pension. This is called the maintenance-consideration ("verzor-
gingsgedachte"). Suppose that a person works 40 years (from the age of 25 to 65). In these

40 years, he has to build up a pension of 70~0 of his salary. Therefore, each year, he builds

" The reawn for ihe government to advocate a franchix baxd on ihe minimum wege (see Nota Aanwllende Pensioenen,
1991, p. ~ is the cost-rcducing effect.
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up 70h140 - 1,754'0 of his pension. Now suppose that a person has a wage increase after

several years. In that case, the pension where one is entitled to is also increased over the

years he has been building his pension until then. This makes his situation (in terms of

pension rights) equivalent to somebody who has had the higher wage from the beginning18.

This is called the backservice.

Final salary systems can be subdivided into final salary systems based on the years worked

and final salary systems based on number of years lived after 25. If an individual starts

working at the age of 25, the two systems lead to the same results, since the years worked

are equal to the age minus 25. However, if one starts working when being older than 25, the

system based on the years lived is, in terms of pension benefits, better than the system based

on years worked'9.

As a last general remark on the final salary system, note that it is common not to (fully)

include wage increases received in the last few years before retiring. This is to avoid the so-

called "pension-promotion", a large wage increase for a short period of time until

retirement, which would lead to a permanent increase of the pension (but which is not the

concern of the employer anymore)~. This leads to another possibility for horizontal income

substitution; the individual who has a late career does not cover fully his pension, since he

pays the corrected contribution for only a limited years. Part of his pension is paid for by

those who have a early career.

a.2. the Average Salary System.

1fie final salary system is based on the consideration that an individual must be able to

maintain his life-standard as it was before becoming 65. This is not the case for the average

salary system, where the basic thought is that pension is basically delayed wage, that one is

'~ Of course, the difference ia that the fortner person ha: not (yet) paid for that pension, whercas the latter hes.

" Herc is another aource for horizontal substitution of income. Suppose a sysum based on years lived afltr ~5 and suppose
(which ia oflen the case) a uniform pension premium, as fraction of the wage) then, given the wage, panicipanta who stsrt to
work befote the age of 25 pay implicitJy for the pension of the paRicipanta who staR working after the age of 25, since they
both get the aame pension, but did not build up their pension during the same number of years.

m for ittaunce, in the case of the public aervants pension fund, ABP, non-sttvctural wsge increases which occur in the Iast two
years beforc the retirement age, reflect only for SOAi in the pension base.
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entitled to the pension one has earned. One should therefore build a pension yearly equal to

1.75 of the wage earned that year (minus franchise). The total pension then equals 70~a of

the average wage minus the franchise.

From the point of view of e~ciency, this system is more optimal since the costs and

contributions of any individual are both described in terms of the wage; in the case of the

final salary system, the closer to the pension date a career (and the wage increases) comes,

the less an individual has to pay for his own pension, which is not the case in the average

salary system.

b. other pension systems

The common factors of the remaining pension systems is that the relationship between salary

and pension is lessened and that they are, in quantitative terms, of less importance. The

available premium system consists of two variants, one where the premium is a fixed

amount of money and one where the premium is a fixed percentage of the wage. The

pension benefit is directly related to the participant's total contribution during the active

period of his life. Of the pension systems discussed sofar, the available premium system

reflects the most the idea that a pension is postponed wage and it has several characteristics

which has made it increasingly popular among those who want to lessen the burden of social

security on the society. In the first place, the fact that pension contribution and (future)

benefit are strongly related in the available premium system, makes the system less

vulnerable to cost increases due to aging and change of economical circumstances. However,

the main drawbacks of the system are, firstly, that the available premium system augments

the participant's individual risk; it is very di~cult to predict the level of pension one will

receive when reaching 65, as this depends entirely on the unknown and possible highly

variable rate of return of the pension fund.

The last system which we give for completeness' sake, is the fixed-amount system, were the

pension allowance is a fixed amount of money. In practice, this method is non-existing in

the Netherlands.
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2.3 7he actuarial financing ofpensions

Again, the overview of the systems which are to be discussed, is given by a chart:

financial systems
I

Ca
Fu
Sy
pital
nding
stem

I
Interest
Coverage
System

system of conatant annual premiums

(65-x) system

1
Pay-As-
You-Go
System

system of proportional annual purchase premiums

2.3.1 the Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) System

In this system, the total amount of money needed to pay the benefits of the elderly is paid by

the working participants. This means that each generation, while being young, pays for the

pension of the generation before them. As can be seen from the appendix 3, 10 the premium

perunage is negatively related to the growth of the population and income, and positively

related to the pension benefit. In this system, no funds are created. lfiis makes the system

rather sensitive for demographic changes and changes of the AOW-franchise, and means that

future benefits are not guaranteed. It is also clear that the solidarity principle is the main

thought behind this system, and that the AOW is financed with a PAYG.

2.3.2 the Interest Coverage System

In this system, for all individual benefits that retire that year, a certain amount of money,

which equals the present value of the new total pension, is reserved. This amount of money

is then enough to guarantee the pension. The premium will be lower than the PAYG-

premium, since in this case, a fund is created and this fund is used to invest and generate

interest yields. In practice, this system does not exist
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2.3.3 Capital Funding System

As the Capital Funding System is used in the additional pension schemes in the Netherlands,

it will be discussed more extensive. In the Capital Funding System, the equivalence principle

is dominant, contrary to the PAYG system. The difference between the Capital Funding

System and the Interest Coverage System is that, in the latter system, the pension is covered

in the year the person reaches the age of 65, whereas in the former, the pension is to be

exactly covered. This implies basically that an individual saves his own pension.

As can be seen in the chart, three different types of Capital Funding Systems can be

considered: the system of constant annual premiums, the (65-x) system and the system of

proportional annual purchase premiums. The difference between these systems boils down to

differences in the spread of contributions over the working period. The common point of

these systems is the total (and average) present pension cost, which is the amount of money

one has to cover in order to have a certain pension from the age of 65 onward.

Suppose that the survival possibility is negatively related to age; the number of persons of

age x, which are still alive, is referred to as lx and equals lx - 100 - x. This means that

the number of survivors of age 65 (or the number of people reaching their pension) is 100-

65-35. Suppose the allowance U to be Fl. 1000 per annum. Of each age, the total number

of survivors is equal to the number of survivors of each age, departing from 65. This

number is 35 f 34 f 33 f... f 0 or El~,~, v 0 c k ~ 35. They all receive Fl. 1000 per annum,

and, in order to have the total cost for 35 persons who are 65 at time t, the present value

has to be taken of each annual cost. The total present pension cost therefore equals

35 ~ 1 )k
Ux~k~t)165tkx

1 tr
(lÍ

The individual present pension cost can be found by dividing this sum through the number
of participants, which is 35. The individual's present pension cost therefore is:

k
1000xEkso

35k x( itr)
i2)

this is the amount of money an individual should have covered in order to be able to have
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the allowance of FI. 1000 each year for the rest of his life~'. This is the point of departure

for calculations yet to come, and it will be referred to as the individual present pension cost

(11'PC). Now the different systems boil down to differences in covering this IPPC over the

active period of life.

a. the system of constant annual premiums

At the moment of entering the pension system (that is, at the moment where one starts

paying premiums), the annual premium is set, dependent of the number of years until

retiring and the level of the pension. First of all, the IPPC is corrected for the possibility

one reaches the age of 65, given one's age of entering the pension system, say 25. In this

case, this means that the IPPC must be multiplied by the probability one reaches 56, divided

by the probability one racks 25. T'he fixed amount of money one has to pay in order to have

the individual's corrected present pension cost at the age of 65. The premium is then set

such that the sum of the survival-corrected future values of these premiums equals the

corrected IPPC.

b. the (65-x) system.

In this system, a part of the individual's corrected present pension cost is to be covered; the

level of the part which is to be "bought" in one year is equal to the fraction of the

individual's corrected present pension cost which is not yet financed, divided by the number

of years the individual still has for covering that part of the pension cost, which is equal to

65 minus the age of the individual. In general, if a person starts working at the age of 25,

each year, one fortieth of the IPPC must be covered and for such an individual of age

25 f k, the premium to be paid to cover 1I40 of the pension at age 65 is

40-k
1 x IPPC x bs x~ 1 )

4Ó lu~k (ltz')
(3)

~' On average, of courae. 7Ttis ia the rcason for the existence of pension funds; one individual covcrs too much (m other words,
he diea woner ihan expected) and another covera too little; on the average, Ihese differcncca arc eliminated.
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c. the system of proportional annual purchase premiums.

This system is basically the same as the (65-x) system; as long as the pension remains the

same, both systems lead to the same results. the difference lies in how increases of the

pension claim, for instance due to inflation, are delt with. Suppose the pension allowance

increases from Fl. 1000 to Fl. 1200. The IPPC then increases with

ZOOX~35 1 65~k x 1 k
x o 35 ( itr)

(4)

Suppose this increase takes place at the individual's age of 50, he then has 15 years left to

cover this increase of the IPPC. In the case of application of the (65-x) system, this increase

would be spread equally over the remaining 15 years.

In the case where system of proportional annual purchase premiums is used, the individual

"catches-up" in financing his pension. He covers, in the year of the pension increase, the

normal part of the pension coverage of Fl. 1000 together with the coverage for all 50-25 -

25 years he is behind in financing the pension increase of Fl. 200. After that year, the

situation is just like he had been covering a pension of Fl. 1200 since the age of 25. It is

easy to see that the system of proportional annual purchase premiums is cheaper in case of

an increase of the pension premium, because one makes better use of the possibilities to gain

interest. However, in such a case, there can be an awful amount of money involved in cat-

ching up on the financing of your pension.

In order to clarify the difference between the three systems, consider the different financing

systems in the situation of (a) a constant wage and (b) an increasing wage-~.

In the case of a constant wage, the system of proportional annual purchase premiums and the

(65-x) system are equivalent. In these figures, the difference between the system of constant

premiums and the other two is that in the latter, the premium is proportionally constant, that

is, it takes the possibilities for gaining interest into account. The system of proportional

annual purchase premiums does not, which means that one finances 'in advance', that is,

one finances more than 1I40 of the total pension cost during the first half of one's career, a

situation which is reversed during the second 20 years.

~ See Peterren, 1990, p. 186.
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In the second case, when wages are allowed to grow, the premium of all three systems
increase, but not at the same speed; when using the system of proportional annual purchase

premiums, the immediate 'catching up' of the financing guarantees that the part financed is

(relative to the total pension to be financed in 40 years) always the same. This is not the

case for the two other systems, but the contributions in the case of the constant premium
system do not need to increase as much as is the case in the (65-x) system, since the former

has financed in advance, as was explained earlier. The situation in the case of the (65-x)

system is the worst, since the pension increase, which results from the wage increase, is

spreaded over the remaining years, which means that one can make less use of interest
gains. This causes the premium to increase quite drastically the closer the date of the wage

increase is to the retirement date~.

2.4 7iie indexing of pension claims

In the last part, the theoretical (or actuarial) and statistical finance schemes have been

explained. These schemes where theoretical in different aspects, which are to be considered

in this part. For instance, the indexing of benefits and the regulations for avoiding the

pension gap can have significant effects and both subjects will therefore be discussed in

short. Indexing means a regular (mostly annual) adaptation of the level of the pension right

to the movement of the price or the wage index. The goal is to protect the retired from

income losses due to increases of the general cost of living.

When considering the indexing of pension benefits, we have to know when to index and how

to index. There are three periods when protection of the pension against inflation is

necessary; (a) during the active period: when the employee still works for a employer, (b)

during the 'sleeping period': when the employee neither works for the employer nor is reti-

red (he therefore must be working for another employer, or be unemployed), and (c) during

the retirement period. Indexing during the active period is implicitly taken care of, since the

indexing of wages automatically indexes the pension benefits over the whole of the period

the employer has been working for the employee. This is referred to as the 'backservice'.

Note that this implies a certain redistribution of income over generations, since the premium

increase, which results of the wage increase, is not differentiated to age.

~ ihis will be discussed in morc depth in appcndiz 2,1
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The 'sleeper', or the employee who does not work for the employer anymore, can be

protected against inflation in two ways. First of all, if the pension scheme of the second em-

ployer is based on the years lived, then the sleeper is protected from inflation for the period

he worked for the first employer. The second solution is indexing. This method is to be used

whenever an employer determines the pension by the number of years worked. Suppose that

a person quits his job at the age of 45 and goes to another employer. Suppose that the new

employer's pension is based on the years actually worked (with him as employer, of course).

Then the backservice of the second employer goes back until the moment the employee came

into service. In other words, in the case of a wage increase, the backservice does not cover

the whole period the employee has been working. This is called the 'pension gap' and can

cause serious relative declines in the pension benefits one is entitled to. In this case, the

solution is that the first employer indexes the pension the employee has financed while

working there. for the first employer, this is referred to as the indexing of the sleeper's

pension. The difference between these two solutions is that the first one is paid by the

second employer, whereas the second one is paid by the first employer~'.

The third situation is that a person is already retired; the solution here is indexing the

allowance, the cost of which are entirely for the current working generation. Most pension

schemes do index these pension benefits, and this can therefore lead to significant

intergenerational redistribution of income.

When answering the question of how to index, two different methods can be considered; the

difference between them lies in the determining variable. The first method uses surplus

interest receipts, whereas the second method uses the price- or wage index. Surplus-interest

receipts is the difference between the interest gains caused by investing the pension funds,

and the standard interest rate, usually set on 4~ . From the point of view of the employers,

this method is advantageous, since the indexing is conditional on the surplus-gain. This

means that the cost of indexing can never turn out to be a burden on the funds. The second

advantage is that one may assume that, in the long run, inflation and the surplus interest rate

follow the same course. However, in the short term and from the point of view of the

u It need to be said that this eecond solution dces not completely cover the gap, since ihe indexing of ihe first employer dces

not take wage increases received from the second employer into rrccount. The second remark is that when the employee gces

from en employer who indexes ihe pension claim to an employer who bases the pension on the years lived, ihat the gap is

covered twice.
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employee, the situation is less positive, since the relation between the indexing and the

inflation is no longer guaranteed.

The use of the price~r wage index as the determinant of the level of the index, means that,

compared to the method depicted above, indexing is approached from the 'demand side',

that is from the side of the future-retiree. Both methods imply that there is a relation

between indexing and inflation. In the case of the indexing using the price-index, the pension

is of fixed real value. In the case that the pension benefits are indexed using the wage index,

the situation is mostly better (from the point of view of the employee) since the benefits are

now of constant prosperity. The disadvantage is that, in times of high inflation, the burden

of indexing can increase with enormous speed.

2.S Conclusion

In this paragraph, different pension types and different actuarial financing systems have been

discussed. For both groups of systems, the general notion that all systems have their respec-

tive advantages and drawbacks, and that the choice between them is related to the priorities

of the individual. For instance, when considering what pension type to use, the choice

between the final and the average salary system is motivated by the importance one attaches

to the maintenance of life standard for the retiree, vis-a-vis the consideration that pension

should mainly be postponed wage. The same argument goes for the choice between the

different pension financing systems; if one attaches importance to the actuarial efficiency of

funding the pension benefit, and finds it less important to pay a large amount of money, in

case of a increase of the future benefit, one chooses for the system of proportional annual

purchase premiums instead of the (65-x) system. However, if one wants to spread the

increasing pension costs,due to a wage increase, over all the years still available to funding,

and thus avoiding having to raise a large sum of money in one year, one opts for the (65-x)

system. In ihe light of the increasing political and societal awareness of the social security

system, one can motivate the call for pension- and financing systems who strengthen the

relation between contributions and benefits and who lessen the possibilities of creating an

actuarial funding-shortage. In other words, one can explain why the call for (for instance)

available premium systems and the system of proportional annual purchase premiums

becomes louder every day.
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This paragraph can not be concluded without a more extensive discussion of the concept of

actuarial equilibrium of a pension system. It is crucial that one realizes that the actuarial

equilibrium of a pension fund is a theoretical concept, which describes a situation that the

participants exactly cover the (future) benefits they are entitled to. We can describe the

situation as follows; in any year, a participant builds up a pension of 1.759'0 of his pension

base (for instance his last earned - or average salary). In the same year, he pays premiums

in order to cover for this pension. There is an actuarial equilibrium if, for each year, the

part of the pension covered by premium payments (including a return on investments) equals

the part of the pension this person is entitled to. It is clear that a pension fund will almost

never be in actuarial equilibrium; for instance, any pension fund is subject to laws and

regulations. One of these regulations is that a pension fund should try to keep the premium

as constant as possible. As we explained earlier in chapter 3, section 3, the financing system

which meets that demand, the system of constant annual premiums, is not in actuarial equi-

librium in the definition stated above, since it "over-covers" in the first half of the active

period, and under covers in the second half. The second problem is that the actuarial

equilibrium, as defined above, is ex ante undeterminable, in reality, since it assumes perfect

foresight on the return on investment, the income which will be the pension base, the

survival probabilities during the active period, the future inflation rate, and so forth. It is

clear that perfect foresight is purely theoretical, which makes our definition of actuarial

equilibrium rather obsolete, from practical point of view. These problems can be ignored

when we define actuarial equilibrium in a ex post manner, namely as full coverage at the

moment of retiring. This means that the total present pension cost as defined in chapter 3

and used in chapter 4, is covered by the sum of the discounted value of the premiums paid

during the active period. This means that the funds are equal to the whole of the (current

and future) pension claims of the fund, apart from a(minor) difference due to the difference

between the premiums and claims of the participants still working, since the new definition

of actuarial equilibrium says nothing about the claims-coverage relation in the pre-retirement

period.
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3. Intergenerational income substitution and compulsory capital funding pension

schemes

3.1 introduction

The different pension schemes which are introduced in the last chapter, have in common that

they reflect an "average situation" without any expectation errors, and without any

restrictions forcing the individual premiums andlor benefits away for the individual, age-

differentiated, "actuarial-equilibrium" values. This, as will be shown, means that there is no

income substitution whatsoever~ and that everyone saves for his or hers own pension.

However, in reality, income substitution does take place. In this chapter, the concepts of the

"equilibrium" of a pension scheme, types of income substitution and their causes will be

discussed.

3.2 definitions

Suppose that a person would secure himself for old-age on a purely individual basis, for

example by keeping a sum of money under the bed. Suppose that all individuals follow the

same capital funding scheme for adding funds to this sum of money. This means that

everyone has an idea about the future, about the age he will reach, about the future price

level, the real rate of interest, etcetera. Unfortunately, the possibility that they are correct,

can be considered to be zero. This means that each individual is subject to a certain risk.

The assumption that an individual makes expectational errors, is quite accepted as the risk of

insurance. We could also accept that individuals' expectations are on average correct. This

means that, if all these individuals should put their pension savings in the same box and call

it a pension fund, that the total of funds generated (based on these expectations) would

converge to the amount of funds which would have been generated in the absence of

expectational errors. From the point of view of the individual, the actuarial risk, or the risk

involved with individual expectational errors on inflation, the age of dying, the interest rate

and other relevant variables is minimized. The existence of actuarial risk leads to horizontal

income redistribution, that is the redistribution of income between participants who are alike

~ Apan from the redistribution which is the result of ihe indexing of the pension benefits of the current retirees.
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with respect to income, since (implicitly) the participants who dies earlier than expected, has

been covering part of the pension for the participant who dies later than expected.

Now let us assume another scenario, namely one with two individuals with knowledge of

their mutual age of dying, but with unequal wealth. Suppose that, for some reason, that

these individuals agree with a flat benefit rate and an income related contribution. In that

case, the rich individual covers part of the pension of the poor individual or, in other words,

the lifetime income of the poor individual increases at the cost of the lifetime income of the

rich individual. This is referred to as vertical income redistribution.

The third form of income substitution will be discussed more in depth, since it is the core of

the research subject. The two individuals we supposed earlier, clearly belong to the same

generation. Suppose that there exists a younger generation, one younger individual, which

will form the labour force at the same moment that his two predecessors reach the age of 65

and consequently step out of the labour force. In the scenarios as described above, the

"pension-behavior" of one generation is of no concern for the other generation, since each

generation generates its own pension, with or without horizontal or vertical income

substitution. The reason for this is the assumption that the expectations of the pension

generating generation is on average correct, or, which is broader in definition, that every

member of a generation on averaQe generates his own pension. Now what happens when this

assumption is dropped? Suppose that the older generation overestimates the real interest rate,

or (which has the same effect) underestimates the average age of dying. In this case, they

will underestimate the total amount of money needed to cover their pensions, they will

therefore underestimate the contribution, and their pension will not be covered completely.

In this case, the younger generation will carry the burden of this expectational error, since

they will have to cover the part of the pension of their ancestors, which these did not cover

themselves. This means that the lifetime income of the older generation increases at the cost

of the lifetime income of the younger generation, which is the definition of income

redistribution between generations from the young to the old.
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3.3. reasons for - and size ofintergenerational income substitution

In this section, some possible causes for the existence of actuazial shortages of funds (that is,

funds relative to the future pension claims), will be discussed. This section draws heavily on

the appendices 2, but reading of this (rather mathematical but nevertheless very interesting)

appendix, is not necessary for the comprehension of the matter. Any potential source of

actuarial shortages of pension funds, and thus of intergenerational substitution of income,

lies in the formation of expectations and in the anticipation of (or reaction to) demographic

and economic movements. In other words, intergenerational income substitution through

pension funds exists as a result of the failure of pension funds to adjust to external changes,

either because the pension funds aze restricted by laws and regulations, either because they

do not want to adjust, aze not free to adjust, due to government regulations, or either

because these changes are discovered to late, that is because of expectational errors. It is

thus crucial to notice that effects like aging aze not a direct reason for intergenerational

substitution of income, as long as they were correctly expected and anticipated in the setting

of the premium-benefit ratio, but the fact that premiums andlor benefits are not adjusted

(enough), results in funding shortages.

The effects of aging on pension funds is threefold; directly and indirectly, the latter through

the AOW, and, thirdly, trought its effect on the economy as a whole. The direct effect of

aging is, first of all, that the average years to cover a pension benefit decrease, which means

a) that there aze less years to invest the premiums paid earlier and to gain interest receipts,

b) that the backservice involved with a certain wage increase, increases. Second, aging

means that the average life-expectancy increases, which means that the present pension cost

(defined as the corrected present value of all expected benefit payments) increases as well.

The combined effects of a) and b) aze discussed in more depth in appendix 2, and the

conclusion from this exercise is that, even in the theoretical circumstances as were assumed,

the effects are very significant, to say the least. Both effects result in a very signíficant

increase of the actuazial equilibrium premium.

The indirect effect of aging is the following: as a result of aging, the AOW benefit decreases

or the premium increases. Suppose that the benefit level decreases. As the (future) benefit

level of the additional pension and the AOW must add up to 70~0 of the income of an active
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participant, the additional pension benefit must increase, an increase which has to be covered

by a premium increase~. It is clear that this situation is worsened by the direct effect of

aging, so the direct and indirect effects reinforce each other, and this should therefore lead

to increases of the participants' contributions~, in order for these contributions to remain

equal to the acturalial equilibrium premium.

Now, as said earlier, these effects are not a cause for intergenerational substitution of

income in itself, as long as the pension fund adjusts the premium to the actuarial equilibrium

premium. But here several problems occur. First of all, pension funds are sometimes not

allowed to increase the pension premium relative to the income. It could for instance be that

these premiums are set in central labour agreements or CAO's. Even if they are free to set

the premium over the time, this does not mean that there is no intergenerational substitution:

another problem is namely that pension funds are not allowed to differentiate the premium

level to age. This means that the young and the old pay the same premium to cover a certain

amount of pension benefit. As the value of one guilder of contribution in terms of coverage

of benefit, declines as the contributor gets older (the years one can accumulate interest gains

decrease), this means that part of the pension of the old is paid for by the young. As this is

intrinsic to the pension system. Even if premiums can be differentiated freely to individual

and economic circumstances, there is the problem that premium hac ng.es are age-indifferent.

So, if the economy experiences a wage increase, then premiums for all participants will

increase. But this means that the premium will increase less-then-proportional for the

participants who are close to their retirement date (and who have therefore a large

backservice to cover) and more-than-proportional for the younger participants, who have a

small backservice. This means that the young participants carry part of the older participants

burden, and they will continue to do so when the older participants will have become

retired. Notice again that this effect is reinforced by aging, as this increases the average

backservice involved with a wage increase. So, significant and unexpected wage jumps, such

as the 49b jump which the Netherlands experienced in the first years of the seventies, could

have disastrous effects on the actuarial equilibrium of pension funds.

s` notice that the implicit aawmption wu that We franchiae method ia used; if this werc not the case, the situation would

wonen for tbe penaion fund, since it would then bave W correct the benefit level of the rctirces as well, a group which doea

not pay premiums anymore. So, the burden of Ihis corrcction would be fully carried by Ihe prcsent active generation.

r of coune, tbe peosion fund could also decreaae the benefit level, but bas to take into account that, in theory, the AOW and

compulwry benefit levels should together cover 70`~b of the wage of ihe active participants.
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If the pension fund does not decrease the benefit-premium ratio to the new situation, then it
creates a actuarial shortage of funds, since the sum of discounted future claims (the IPPC)
becomes larger than the sum of discounted future premium payments. This means that the
generation who will be working by the time the "shortage-creating" generation reaches 65,
will have to cover for this shortage, which means even more intergenerational substitution
from the young to the old, compared to the situation that the premium is increased.

The second important " trigger" for intergenerational substitution of income is related to the

occurrence of expectational errors with the returns on invested funds and the expected length

of life. Petersen sees the level of the real rate of interest as one of the main risks that

pension funds are subjected to~. As said, the survival tables and the real rate of interest

determine to a large extent the total present pension cost TPPC (and IPPC). When

determining what premium a new group of participants should pay, a pension fund has to

consider in advance what real rate of return on investment and what survival table to use.

This means that the pension fund has to form expectations on the rate of interest and the rate

of aging, and these expectations are not always very precise. For instance, most pension

funds use 4~o as the standard rate of discount, which can be considered to be high,

especially in the long run. The effects of a structural misexpectation of the rate of interest

and the rate of aging is, in two different models, shown in appendix 3; although rather

mathematical, this appendix is very interesting, since it proves that, under fairly simple

assumptions, it is possible to show that small expectational errors can have enormous effects

in terms of intergenerational substitution of income through pension funds.

The survival probabilities used by pension funds are usually based on data without

extrapolations by a certain demometric model. This means that the expectations are of an
adaptive nature. In the case of a constant growing aging process, this means that the pension
fund will structurally underestimate this aging rate. How important is the influence on aging

in the Netherlands? Has the age-structure been subject to considerable changes, since the
beginning of this century? The answer can be given with the use of the following graph:

a Petenen, E.S.B., 15-02-1993, p. 148.
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Demograph i c H i story of the Nether I ands
oopuiet~on scec~~~~eo to ope orows

0-~9 ~ 20-4a
tima

~ 45-64 ~ 65-~9

figure 5: demographic structure of the Netherlands.
Source: C.B.S. 90 jaar statistiek in tijdreeksen.

It can be seen that the most important process is the negative growth of that part of the

population which is under 20 years old. On the other hand, the size of that part of the

population which is between 20 and 44 is rapidly growing, as do the other age groups

(however less rapid). From the graph, the pre-war baby boom is easily detected. The group

between 0 and 19 reaches it's maximum around 1970, which is due to the fact that the

members of that baby boom move to another group, the 20-44 group, and will retire in, say,

32 years and it expected that by that time the aging will reach its maximum. The conclusion

is therefore that aging is rather significant in the Netherlands.

We have seen that aging has several direct and indirect effects on the pension system.

Unfortunately, this does not end the effect of aging; the third influence of aging on pensions

is through the economical effect of aging on the economy, which will be discussed in short.
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First of all, according to the neo-classical golden rule~, the rate of interest is expected to

decrease, which will have a negative effect on the interest receipts of pension funds. The
decreasing rate of interest results, when we assume that markets are efficient, in a higher

capital intensivity of production and consequently a higher wage. Third, according to the

Keynes-Ramsey rule~, consumption will decline. As wages increase, through the so called

gross-gross linkage (bruto-bruto koppeling), the minimum wage increase. This results,
trough the net-net linkage, in an increase of the social expenditures. This leads to an
increase of the tax rate. Another reason for the increase of the tax rate is ihat the active part
of the population declines, and (apart from this decline) that the average age of the members
of the active part of the population increases, which results in an increasing utilisation of
social systems (sickness, disability). These effects will not be discussed, as this would lead
us far beyond the scope of this text, but the conclusion that the effect of aging on the
economy negatively influences the position of pension funds.

Another possible cause for the creation of actuarial shortages is related to the use of a

franchise when incorporating the effect of the AOW benefit level in the benefit level of the

additional pension benefits. If three AOW benefits levels are distinguished, then the

franchise should be a weighted average of these levels, as is shown in the third part of

appendix 3. It is clear that this will mostly not be the case, since the "actuarial-equilibrium-

franchise" is a theoretical concept, and in practice to complicated to calculate and apply. In

the literature, this effect is usually neglected, as it is probably not very significant.

In this section, some possible causes for intergenerational substitution of income through
pension systems have been presented. These causes were

a) the failure or unwillingness of pension funds to react properly to (foreseen) aging

trends and changes of the AOW benefit changes or the pension-base. That is, the

unability of adjust the actual premium to (changes of) the actuarial equilibrium

premium.

b) "structural" expectation errors on demographic and economic variables.

c) the cost of indexing of current retirees, as has been explained in section 2.4.

~ Blanchard 8c Fiacher, 1989, p. 45.

~12 idem, p. 41.
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Though these presentations were rather theoretical, especially in the appendices, it is clear

that it is likely that the situations as described above, could not appear in reality as well. In

fact is very likely that they have appeared in the very recent past. For instance, as was

mentioned earlier, the important and, at least in size unexpected, wage jump the netherlands

experienced in the first years of the seventies, must have had efïects on the actuarial position

of the pension funds. A second trend which might have influenced this position has been the

post-war change from available premium systems to wage-related systems. As explained

earlier, this meant that the responsibility of avoiding funding-shortages shifted from the

individual participant to the pension fund. At the time, this was more optimal, as, due to the

rapid growth of population, intergenerational substitution of income (which can be seen as a

PAYG-element in a capital funding system) increased the lifetime income of every

participant. Nowadays, the situation is reversed and the call for the re-introduction of

available premium systems gets louder every day. Another possible cause for the creation of

funding shortages, and therefore for the existence of intergenerational substition of income,

is that pension funds are rather adaptive in their expectation-formation, whether forced by

laws and regulations or not. This is reflected in the use of 4lo as the discount rate, where it

is clear that this high level cannot be maintained in the long run. Another example is that,

the problem on the mis-use of a survival table, is reflected by the unexpecteà (and by

pension funds non-anticipated) increase of the life-expectancy in the last decades.

If the patterns for intergenerational substitution should occur, and if every generation

persists in not adjusting the premium, it has under the assumption of a constant population

growth been shown that the resulting intergenerational flows of income could be very

significant", which gives an idea of the social relevancy of the problems which are delt

with here: there are thus income flows which are unknown in the sense that we do not know

their size (although we can expect them to be quite significant), or what exactly causes them.

Even if we ignored the burden which is put on the next generation, their existence could (in

the end) make all worse off, since it might be possible that some day, a young generation

simply refuses to carry that burden. Eventually, this generation would force the system to

collapse.

" See appendix 3, figure 7.
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3.4 Modelling the pension system

How can the answers to the questions stated in the introduction be obtained? First of all, we

need a model which is specific enough to be able to model the effects of actuarial disequili-

bria, not only on the level of the pension fund, but also on the level of the individual

participant. Second, we must be able to simulate the lifetime income of any (representative)

participant, in order to determine the effects of these shortages on lifetime income. Third,

we should be able to simulate lifetime incomes for members of different succeeding generati-

ons, in order to describe the intergenerational substitution of lifetime income. The last

demand is that the model should be precise enough to be able to model different types of

pension systems (either flexible or not), this in order to give the possibility to analyses the

effect of a change of the pension system (for instance from a final wage to an average wage

system) on the other research questions.

In this section, the practical modelling of pension systems will be considered. The modelling

of pensions in the most important models will be discussed, in which we will follow closely

the literature on these respectively models. For every (type of) model, it will be seen

whether they aze applicable to answer the research questions. For the interested reader,

some models will be discussed more in depth in appendix 3.

Four groups of models can be distinguished :

1) the macromodel, both recursive and simultaneous equation systems,

2) Industry or meso-economic models,

3) microanalytic simulation models

4) "Mazkov chain" or transition matrix approach.

For an elaborate discussion, See Orcutt (ed.), 1986)

First of all, the macroeconomic models will be considered. In the case of the Dutch

macroeconomic pension models, two models aze relevant: the model of the Nederlandsche
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Bank'2 and a more elaborate model of the Centraal Planbureau'3

Next, as a kind of ineso-economic model, the model of Mdhlmann-Bronkhorst (1988) will

be discussed. This model is "meso", in the sense that it considers one pension fund speci-

fically, and models the (investment-)behavior of the pension fund as well.

The third step is the discussion of microsimulation models. Again, we will restrict ourselves

to the most important DYNASIM, Sonderforscherungsbereich 3 and NEDYMAS

3.4.1 Macroeconomic models

3.4.1.1 71ie model of the Nederlandsche Bank: Huijzer and van Loo (1986)

This model consists of four modules; the demographic module, the wage-formation and

income allowances module, the General Old Age insurance (AOW) module and the pension

funds module. Only this last module is relevant in the light of our subject and we will

therefore discuss this module more elaborate in the appendix. The model of the

Nederlandsche Bank is rather simple, in the sense that it is purely macroeconomic; it

assumes only one national pension fund where every participant (and his wife, in the case of

death of the insured person) is insured and pays contribution exactly for 40 years (from 25

to 65). In the pension funds module, two different steps can be distinguished. First of all,

the current level of the compulsory pension benefit (up, see appendix) is based on the gross

wage and a franchise for the state pension. using this level, the actual sum of the

compulsory benefits is derived by multiplying up by the number of male and female retirees

and 70~0 of the widows). On the other hand, the actuarial contribution sum (or the sum of

funds per capita) is determined through the derivation of the contribution reserve needed for

a pensioned participant, under the restriction of actuarial equilibrium. If this actuaria] per

capita contribution sum, and the actual sum of per capita compulsory benefits are known,

the sum of the contribution payments follows directly from the budget restriction of the

pension fund:

~ Huijur 8c van Loo, 1986.

~~ BO~ÍlUIB ót V086C1é, 1986.
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PP - UP t 0 WP - iWP-~ ( 5)

PP - sum of contribution payments, under the assumption of actuarial equilibrium.

UP - sum of the compulsory pension benefits

WP - total needed contribution sum

In words, this equation says that the sum of the contribution payments per participant to be

equal to the sum of the pension benefits plus the increase of the funds, minus the interest

gains on last year's funds

3.4.1.2 1he model of the Centraal Planbureau: Bolhuis and Vossers (1986)

According to the authors, the main difference between their model and that of the

Nederlandsche Bank is that the latter makes some simplifying assumptions, namely that

everyone covers a pension of exactly 70~0 of the wage last earned and that everyone

participates in one, super-pension fund. Bolhuis and Vossers drop this assumption and

assume three "pension funds": the pension fund for public employees (ABP), an Industry

wide pension fund and a firm pension fund. This means that they also have to define active

participants, sleepers and retirees. For these three funds, four submodules can be distinguis-

hed, determining respectively demographics, benefits, the calculation of actuarial funds and

the determination of returns on investment, this last one together with the process of

formation of the funds. In order to keep things simple, we will concentrate on male active

participants again, since the aim of this text is to clarify this model, not to explain it in all

depth. For a more elaborated clarification, as was the case with the Huijzer and van Loo

model, the reader is referred to the appendix.

In the first module, the average pension benefit is derived. In the second module, the

actuarial funds are derived. The central equation here is the following:
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pac- ~-B
PG

pac : actuariai premium percentage

NV : actuarial funds

B : investments

PG : contribution base

(6)

Ignoring investments, actuarial funds are derived using the cost price function of Fl. 1 future

pension benefit, which is equal to the sum of discounted survival probabilities starting at the
age of 65 of an individual. Analogous to this, the contribution base is derived using the
benefit function of Fl. 1 pension base which is the sum of the discounted probabilities that
the person remains in the fund (which, since we have more than one fund, is more than the

survival probability), over the active period, times Fl. 1 of pension base.

The third step consist then of the derivation of the actuarial balance, which boils down to the
difference between the actual premium and the actuarial premium, multiplied by the total
contribution base of the fund's participants.

e- ( pf - pac) xPG ( 7)

Apart from some differences which will now be discussed, the structure of the Huijzer and
van Loo model discussed in the last section, and the Bolhuis and Vossers model, to be
discussed now, are very similar. Both start with the average pension benefit and move then
on to the confrontation of the funds needed to be in actuarial equilibrium and the actual
premium payments, to see this, rewrite equation 5 to:

pa c x PG - NV - B

apacxPG -NV-1 t~NV -B
a pac x PG - Nv-, t 0 Nv - i xNV-,

(8)
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it can be seen that pac x PG is equal to PP in the notation used by Huijzer and van Loo,

and that the total needed contribution sum WP (notation of Huijzer and van Loo) is equal to

actuarial funds NV (notation of Bolhuis and Vossers), then equation 8 becomes:

PP - WP-~ t ~ WP - i x WP-~ ( 9)

Finally, if we assume (as Huijzer and van Loo implicitly do) that at the end of every period

actual funds adjust fully to the actuarial equilibrium funds, which means that, at the

beginning of each period, the sum of the contribution payments (UP) is equal to the actuarial

level of funds, at the end of the past period (NV.,), then equation 9 becomes:

PP - UP t ~GJP - i WP-1 (10 )

which is equal to the equation used by Huijzer and van Loo. It is thus straightforward that

the structure of both models is quite similar. When considering the usefulness of the model,

in terms of simulation possibilities, the Bolhuis and Vossers model is preferable, however.

The reasons for this are threefold. First of all, BolhuislVossers distinguish between active

participants, sleepers and retirees, in the context of three different pension funds. This

means that this model can take account of (for instance) labour market transitions. The

second difference is that it is possible to determine the premium percentage outside the

model. As said, Huijzer and van Loo assume that the actual and actuarial funds are equal for

all past periods, which makes the actual premium perunage completely endogenous. Bolhuis

and Vossers only state that this premium should in the long term be equal to the actuarial

premium. This means that, ex ante, the actual premium can be compared to the actuarial

premium and, ex post, the actual premium could be determined using some sort of political

model. The third difference is that there is a separate module for the determination of

speculation investment returns on funds and on the investment-structure of the existing

funds. This is fairly sophisticated, at least compared to Huijzer and van Loo, where

investment returns are simply set equal to the interest perunage times the sum of funds.

Can the Bolhuis and Vossers model and the Huijzer and van Loo models be used to

determine the causes and size of intergenerational substitution of income through pension

funds? The answer is no: the Bolhuis and Vossers fail to incorporate disequilibrium
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situations in their model. They assume that the representative participant fully covers his or

hers own pension benefit, and that this benefit (together with the AOW benefit) equals

exactly 70~0 of the wage. This means that there are no expectations and that there is only

one pension fund, which is in actuarial equilibrium. The Huijzer and van Loo model is more

realistic in its assumptions, but it is still inapplicable, as it is not possible to distinguish the

behavior of individual participants and pension funds. For instance, the investments of the

pension funds are assumed exogenous, and it is not possible to derive lifetime income flows.

3.4.2 7iie Mtihlmann-Bronkhorst model

The main difference between this model and the former two is that this model is mesoeco-

nomic, in the sense that it describes the behavior of one pension fund (namely the one of

AKZO), its participants and its investment strategy. The model consists of 4 modules. The

first module describes the pension liabilities of the fund, based upon (a) the participants

(divided in active participants, sleepers and retirees), their years worked and their pension

base, (b) the pension method, which is a final salary system with a franchise equal to the

minimum wage, and (c) the financing system, which is different from the former models in

the sense that they used the continuation-principle, where Mdhlmann-Bronkhorst uses the

liquidation-principle. As the names of these principles revealed, the difference between those

principles is that in the former, when calculating the pension liabilities, the sum of the

already covered part of the pension and the present value of the part of the pension which

will be covered until the age of retiring, minus the present value of the contributions to be

paid in the future to obtain this coverage, is used. The pension liabilities according to the

liquidation method is just the present value of the part of the pension covered up until the

balance date~`. For any year, the number of participants in the three groups, active

participants, sleepers and retirees, respectively, are based on the number of active

participants, sleepers and retirees of last year, plus the number of peaple acceding (joining)

these groups (who logically come from the other two groups), minus the number of people

leaving these groups (who die or join any of the other two groups). These numbers of

people shifting from one group to another, or dying, are based on probabilities of switching

from one group to another, multiplied by the number of people in that group. As an exam-

~ ~ee Móhimann-Bronkhorst, 1988, p. 27.
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ple, next year's number of active participants is (somewhat simplified) equal to:

As(xf l,tf 1) -{As(x,t)x(1-uAs(x))} f{Ts(x,t)x(1-'fzuAs(xf 1))}

25 ~ x 5 65

As : number of active participants of gender s.

uAs . probability of leaving the group of active participants, which is the summed

probability of dying and joining one of the other groups.

Ts . number of people entering the group of active participants, which is also the

sum of the exit probabilities for the two other groups, times the numbers of

participants in these groups.
x : age.

In words: the number of next year's active participants is equal to the number of active

participants who do not exit this group, plus the number of people entering this group, and

who do not exit this group in the second half of the year.

The next step is in accordance with Huijzer and van Loo, and consists in determining the

average and total pension base. With this known, the annual coverage, which is 1.759'0 of

the average pension base, and therefore the total pension benefit claim, is derived. This is

different from both former models; as said Huijzer and van Loo assume full coverage,

Bolhuis and Vossers do not, but treat coverage differences indirectly, namely through the

difference between the actual and the actuarial premium.

The derivation of the pension cost is derived in accordance with Bolhuis and Vossers, and is

based on the cost of Fl.l pension. For the discussion of the interest gains, the reader is

referred to the appendix. All relevant variables finally boil down to, again, a budget

equation of the pension fund, in the form of a profit-and-loss equation:

pr(tf 1) - dPV(tf 1) f dR(tf 1) f pu(tf 1)

- dCWO(tf 1) - o(tt 1) - v(tf 1)
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pr : premium

dPV : first difference of PV (pension liabilities)

dR : first difference of R(reserves)

pu : pension benefits, to be paid

dCWO : first difference CWO (present value surplus interest rate)

o . yield (opbrengst)

v : return on funds (vermogensresultaat, verschil o v?)

It is difficult to compaze the MbhlmarurBronkhorst model with the models discussed earlier,

since they are of a different type. The former two aze typically macroeconomic, whereas the

latter is mesoeconomic. This is seen by noticing that Móhlmann-Bronkhorst models one

pension fund, reacting to an outside world (for instance, demographic and macroeconomic

variables (wage, interest rate) are exogenous), by altering the investment portfolio and the

future premium.

The reason for this difference in character is inevitably caused by the difference in the

nature of effects, which aze to be clarify andlor predict by these models. The first two

models aze clearly used to simulate macroeconomic effects, mainly the effect of demo-

graphic vaziables, for instance aging, in the case of the Huijzer and van Loo model, and

aging in combination with macroeconomic variables, like the surplus of savings, in the

Bolhuis and Vossers model. Contrary, the M~hlmann-Bronkhorstmodel is used to show the

effects of pension-fund-level regulation changes (flexible retirement, individualization of the

pension scheme and government regulations concerning the investment policy of pension

funds) as well as aging and saving.

The Móhlmann-Bronkhorst model covers some of the problems involved with the pure

marcroeconomic models; for instance, it allows specification of the pension tund and

analyzing the effect of implementation of variants like the average wage system on the

pension fund. However, some problems remain: it is still not possible to differentiate to the

individual level, and derive lifetime incomes.
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3.4.3 Microsimulation models

Orcutt (Orcutt, 1986) defines microsimulation models (or micro-analytic simulation models)

by highlighting the difference with other types of models:

"Microsimulation models are more general than macroeconometric and interindustry

models in that they contain one or more populations of microunits, such as

individuals [...] instead of but a single case of each kind of unit"6's

Krupp, who was involved in the construction of Sfb 3, puts it as follows:

"Microsimulation is based in the fact that one uses knowledge about the behavior of

persons or decision-making units to investigate how the simulation of a particular

unit changes as a result of external influences or its behavior"~.

Nelissen defines the basic idea behind microsimulation models as that, departing from a

sample, the relevant variables are adjusted (if necessary) in such a way that, at the end of

the period, the database is a representative continuation of the sample". The adjustment of

these variables is based on a set of equations, describing the individual behavior of agents,

and a decision process, based on the Monte Carlo procedure, which reflects the change in

the "institutional environment" of the agent (if he remains alive, for example, or if he finds

a job, as a second example).

As the discussion in this section concentrates on pensions in several types of models, and not

models as such, for a general definition and discussion of microsimulation models, as well

as their strengths and weaknesses, the reader is advised to other literature38.

~ Orcua, ed., 1976, p. 10.

~ Oncua, ed., 1986, 32.

n NeGsaen, 1993.

x see for insunce Orcua, G.H., J. Meez, H. Quinkc, Microanalytic 5imulation Models to Support Social and Financial Policy,
Elsevier S.P., North Holland, 1986.
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DYNASIM (Urban Institute's Dynamic Simulation of Income Model) is a dynamic cross-

sectional model (which was the main difference with other contemporary models39, since

the latter where still static in the sense that they usually simulated demographic changes by

reweighting aging groups), containing behavioral relations for leaving home, divorce, birth

and death, marriage, remarriage, disability, education, location, wage rate, labour force

participation, hours in the labour force, unemployment, earnings, social security, other

pensions, unemployment compensation and welfare programs and a simulator of taxes and

wealth holdings. DYNASIM was meant as an elaborated version of the original Orcutt

model, incorporating behavioral relations for individuals and families. DYNASIM2 is a

descendant of DYNASIM and its first main difference with other microsimulation models is

that it consists out of three separate models: the Family and Earnings History Model (FEH,

demographic behavior, labour force behavior and transfer income, taxes) and the Jobs and

Benefit History Model (JBH, job change, industry, pension coverage, social security and

private pension benefits) and cross-sectional imputation (CSIM, taxes, real estates and other

assets, health). The second difference is that DYNASIM2 is not fully dynamic and cross-

sectional anymore; FEH is a dynamic demographic model, but its output consists of histories

of individuals and is therefore longitudinal, as is the model which depends on it, namely

JBH: here for each individual, one simulation is performed over the whole simulation

period. The output of JBH is then the input of the CSIM, which is static. For an extensive

discussion of DYNASIM and DYNASIM2, we refer to Orcutt, 1976 and Orcutt, 1986.

Here, we will concentrate on the pension-related issues of DYNASIM2, which are to be

found in the Jobs and Benefit History Model JBH. Of course, the input information

concerning pension-explanatory variables (sex, age, education, race, marital status and hours

worked) come from the FEH.

The JBH model consists of three modules: (1) the Jobs and Pension Coverage Module, (2)

the Benefits Module and (3) the Retirement Module. In the Jobs and Pension Coverage

Module, for any person, it is determined whether helshe is assigned to a job or change be-

tween jobs, whether helshe is enrolled in a pension plan and what kind (single or multi-

employer) pension plan the individual is enrolled in. The next step is the computation of the

retirement income, which takes place in the second module. Two types of retirement income

~ Onua, ed., 1986, p. 205.
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are distinguished, namely the retirement income from social security and from private

pensions. Each retirement income is determined in a separate submodule. The Private

Pensions Submodule determines among other things (1) whether our individual is eligible for

normal or early retirement and (2) the calculation of the private pensions benefit. The

probabilities of the receipt of a pension are derived by cross-tabulations by sex, age, educa-

tion, race, marital status and hours worked as explanatory variables`~. The private pensions

benefits are determined a regression equation with years of service and past earnings as

(positive) explanatory variables, together with education, family wealth and combinations of

race and marital status and a dummy reflecting the effect of a franchise, based on the state

pension.

The last and third module is the Retirement Module where, for any individual over the age

of 58, two serial decisions are made. The first decision is, based on the information from

the two other modules, whether the individual remains on the job or leaves it. The second

decision is conditional on the first one and is whether the individual retires or enters another

job.

The second model which we discuss is known as the "Sonderforschungsbereichs 3" or Sfb

3". This model consists also of different modules of which we will concentrate on the

fifth, where pension systems are modelled. The most important of the German pension

systems is the old age state benefit insurance or "Gesetzliche Rentenversicherung", and this

is (together with a public employees pension) the only one used in Sfb 342. The GRV can

be subdivided in the insurances for blue collar workers, for white collar workers, for miners

and for farmers. One is allowed to a benefit when reaching a certain age or when one is the

partner of a deceased participant. The GRV participants (apart from farmers, women and

entrepreneurs) are divided in those who are compulsory insured and those who are

voluntarily insured, but since the latter group is of minor quantitative importance, it is igno-

red in the model. The participation of entrepreneurs is "decided" using marital status,

income and the availability of other income-generating means as explanatory variables. It is

~ aee Orcua, ed., 1976, p. 191.

~~ ~PP. H., a.o., 1981, P. 177.

" ihe firm penaion ayatema ( Betriebliche Alterivercorgung) arc also ignored, due to a lack of data. See Krupp, 1981, p. 192.
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assumed that farmers and women are not insured". Another microsimulation model, the

"Darmst~dter Mikrosimulationsmodells" is based on this "Sonderforschungsbereichts 3" and

will therefore not be discussed.

The reason for building Sfb 3 was the 1984 reform of the German social security system,

and Sfb 3 was therefore used to analyze and simulate the results of different propositions for

changing the system. The reasons for this reform were the wish to make the system more

resistant to long-term effects (like aging) and therefore more sustainable in the long run. One

of the main considerations is that one should try to minimize the number of future

interventions in the system, since this would prevent participants from using the existing

system as the basis of the optimalisation of their expected lifetime income, and would

therefore lead to a surplus of savings. The system should therefore be flexible and "self-

correcting" and Sfb 3 was used to show the effects of different possibilities for flexibilisation

(flexible retiring) and of, yet foreseen, future changes, like the entrance of women as partici-

pants in the social system.

The dynamic longitudinal microsimulation model NEDYMAS follows the general structure

as described above quite closely; the recursive modules are demography, education, labour

market and income formation and a social security module. The social security module,

which is the most interesting in the light of our subject, has as input the information from

the other modules and consists of a number of if-then statements, roughly following the

Dutch social security system.

NEDYMAS has a module describing compulsory pension funds, which makes the model

rather unique. The compulsory pension funds module describes the publíc-servants pension

fund (ABP) and other pension funds, and draws heavily on Monte-Carlo procedures in a

chain of serial decisions, to determine what pension fund one is participating and what

pension one receives".Ignore the description of the ABP, these steps will be discussed.

Different pension systems are distinguished, together with the consideration that there could

be no compulsory pension fund at all. If the distribution of employment over different

`~ another microsimulation model, the 'Darmst6dter Mikrosimulationsmodells' is based on this 'Sonderforschungsbereichts 3'

and will therefore not be discussed.

" tee Nelissen, 1992.
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branches of industry is known, as well as the distribution of pension funds of different types,

given a certain branch of industry, then any individual who enters a job can be assigned to a

certain pension fund in a certain branch of industry`s. The next steps then consist in

"deciding", again with a Monte Carlo procedure, what type of franchise is used and whether

or not the pension fund allows for the transfer of pension claims funded during the past

active life. The last step is then, given the decisions taken earlier, determining the pension

claim, based on the age, years worked, the contributions paid and the marital status of the

participant.

Of course, the state-pension system, the General Old Age Insurance Act (AOW) is also

included in NEDYMAS. All residents in the Netherlands between the age of 15 and 65 are

insured. Non-residents aze assumed not to be insured. The AOW benefit is independent of

one's gender and, for couples, independent of whether they are married or cohabiting. One

individual of a retired couple receives SOqo of the total benefit of a couple. In general, the

modelling of the AOW follows quite closely the AOW as described in the earlier chapters.

The main purpose of the construction of NEDYMAS was to analyze the effect of (different

forms of) social security on the lifetime income of representative agents of different

generations, and it was therefore necessary to build a entirely dynamic cross-sectional

model, in order to be able to generate a representative economic biography of participants of

different generations. The final remark which can be made on NEDYMAS is that it is the

only one for with a macro economic module simulating so-called third order effects`~ has

been developed; this module is yet to implement in NEDYMAS, however.

Are microsimulation models applicable for the answer to the questions stated in the

introduction? It seems so, as it is possible to start modelling at the base: the individual. This

means that lifetime incomes can be simulated and that groups of individuals can form

pension funds of different types, in order to move income over the life time. This being the

case, it must be possible to analyze the effect of disequilibria of the pension fund on lifetime

" Nelissen distinguishes seveo branches of industry, in which he follows the classification of the National Burcau of Statistics,
and Sve pension rchemea (Final pay achemes, average pay schemes, combinstion of final - and average pay achemes, fixed
pension amount schemes and available prcmium schemes).

~ see Dekkers, G., Nelissen, J., Verbon, H., WORC paper, 1993.
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income patterns of participants of different generations. It seems therefore optimal to

construct a model which is microanalytic by nature, and which therefore includes individual

information" but what incorporates mesoeconomic elements (like a pension fund) and even

macroeconomic elements (needed for determining the wage changes and the inflation rate).

So, we need a microsimulation model which allows for interaction between individuals (that

is, a cross-sectional dynamic microsimulation model), which must be capable to derive

lifetime income patterns and must have a macroeconomic module, in order to derive the

course of the wage, which is the pension base. The inevitable conclusion is therefore that

NEDYMAS fits best to these demands.

" NEDYMAS describes each individual using about 320 charectoristics.
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APPENDIX 1:

The initial wage equals Fl. 30000, the annual growth (for instance due to inflation) is 2~o

per annum and there is a wage increase of 109'o every 10 years. The total wage therefore

equals

30. 000~ [ (E~,~ 1, 02")
t (~n910 1~02"),k(1~1)~

} (E~2o 1~02")~`(1~1)Z
f (E~930 1~Q2")~(1~1)3!]

which leads to:

30.000 Em~o ~~,m.o (1,02)"(1,1)m

which is equal to Fl. 2062837.
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APPENDIX 2:

One important reason for intergenerational substitution of income is related to the final wage

system; by far the most used system for determining the annual additional pension one is

entitled to. It concerns the effect of wage-increases on the increase of the contributions to

the pension fund, and this for a given age between 25 and 65. As Nelissen and Verbon`~

pointed out, in situation of non-anticipated wage increases, the participants of a pension fund

may not be able or not be willing to cover for the backservice involved in the final wage

system and this could then lead to income substitution from the young to the older

generations.

To explain this, suppose that the financing method used is the (65-x) system, as explained

earlier, and suppose that the (final) wage of a person of age a increases in such a way that

the annual pension benefit increases with Fl. 0 A per annumd9. The formula

describing the (65-x) system is equation 3 in the main text:

1
1 X O O O x

E35 65.k x 1 k x 65 x 1 40-k

4Ó k o 35 ( ltrl Zzs 1(ltr) ~
(13)

The probability of dying at age x is equal to (11100) x, and the number of survivors at age

x, denoted by lx, is equal to 100-x. As a result of a wage increase, the premium A then

should increase with

since the backservice over the years before the wage increase has to be covered as well.

~ Neliiaen, I.H.M., Vetbon, H.A.A., Oudercn voor jongercn, Economisch Sutistische Berichten, 08-09-1993.

~~i~ wage incnease is then ach that

DO . 7 x(W - ~0 AOWI - ~b

a 0. ~ x(~íV - ;0 ~AOWI - ~b

alo.7x~W - ObJ
wherc b i~ the penaion benefit ~nd w ia ihe wage. Note that ihe wagc increase is per definition unexpected or unanticipanted,

since iherc is no 'pre-funding' allowed.
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1 x~ x 3s 165~k x 1 k 16S x 1 65-a

( 65-a ) kso 35 ( ltr) 1a ( ltr)
(14)

That is, the individual has 65-a years left to cover 35 years of extra benefit. If, in an attempt

to keep things as simple as possible, we use the linear survival table ix and set the rate of

interest on 49'0, the above equation collapses to:

6500
a - 25, . . . , 65.

and under the assumption that there is no franchise, we can use the relation between the

pension premium and the pension benefit, given in equation 15, to derive the relationships

between the growth rates of the wage and the premium:

2 4, 5 2 x( 1~6s-ax

6500-165ata 1 r

12s

which boils down to:

o~-a24.5 2 x~17.213297 ~ x 1 xOW - DA (15)-156a}a 1t0.04

165x0.7

x~ - ~ (16)
W Á

65-a24,5 x( 1 ) x~6.052Yc~ - ~
6500-165ata2 ltr W Á

(17)

The effect of a wage growth, combined with a certain age (from 25 to 65), on the growth of

the premium, needed to maintain average actuarial equilibrium, is shown in the following

graph, with age, growth rate of the wage, gW, and growth rate of the contribution gA, as

dependent variable, on the axises.

39 12s~k x 1 tr, 40-k
ks0 ( ~
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Premium growth as a function of ige and wa~qe growth
g0.8

gA

30 Age (years)

The positive effects of age and wage growth on the premium growth, which is depicted in
the graph, are not very surprising. What is surprising is the enormous effect of the combi-
nation of both variables on the premium growth, which, especially as the age moves beyond
50, goes to infinity. This is quite straightforward, as the time left to cover for the
backservice becomes shorter and shorter. This shows therefore the enormous effect of aging
(which means that the average age of the participants increases), on actuaria! pension
premiums. Now suppose that the pension fund wishes to restrict the increase of the premium
to, say, 109'0. The restriction on the wage increase then becomes:

~ 0.1
W ~~ - 24,5 1 es-a (18)

6500-165a}a2x11tr)
x(26.052)
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where (W - W-,NV)~ is the maximum wage growth one can experience, without violating

the restriction that the premium growth, which is the result of the wage increase, may not

exceed lOh. It is clear that there is no reason why, in reality, the first difference of the

wage should not exceed W~, and, in that case, the premium growth is to small to cover the

backservice of the wage increase of the individual of age a.

We can express W~ as

which means that

W~ - (1 t ~~` ) xW

a Wm„~ - (1 } g~ ) xW
(19)

0.1 xWWm„~ - 1} bs-o i 2 0)24,5 x( 1 ) x~6.052 )
6500-165ataZ 11tr

Now for every next period's wage exceeding this W~, there will be no coverage, due to

the restriction on the premium growth. In terms of pension benefit and again under the as-

sumption that there is no franchise, this results in:

a b - bm„~

Which can be simplified to:

b - bm„~ - 0. 7x (W - W~)

0.1 XW )- 1 t 65 -a24,5 x 1 x~6.052 )
6500-165ata2 ( ltr

b- b~ - 0. 7xWx - 0. 1 (22 )
65 -a24,5 x( 1 ) x~6.052 )

6500-165ata2 11fr

Now the uncovered part of the pension benefit is derived for one average individual, we

must multiply it by the number of people surviving 65 (which is 35) in order to get the total
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uncovered benefit, or the funding deficit, and this is the size of the income substitution,

since the younger generation will have to fund this uncovered benefit of the older genera-

tion.

However, in this context, a certain amount of intergenerational income substitution can be

shown to be inherent to the system, since the actual funding of this unfunded part of the

pension benefit of the older generation is cheaper for the younger generation than it is for

the older generation, as the former have more years to cover this deficit and therefore a

smaller present value (apart from the effect of future wage increases of the younger

generation). Under the assumption of a decreasing marginal utility of money and a process

in which the old generation can put pressure on the young generation (for instance, a voting

process), a certain amount of income substitution from the young to the old generation is

inevitable. To show this, suppose that there are two active generations of age al (the

younger generation) and a2 (the older generation), that is al c a2. Now, the increase of the

premium which is the result of the wage increase is, for each generation, showed by

rewriting equation 16.

65 -a24. 5 z x ~17. 213297 ~ x( 1 ) ~xpW - DA;
6500-156a;ta; `1t0.04 ~23~

i - [1,2]
a; - 25, . . . , 65.

it is clear that the premium increase is smaller for the younger than for the older generation

and it can therefore be shown that, under certain assumptions, the pattern of interge-

nerational substitution as depicted by Nelissen and Verbon~, is almost inevitable.

~ Neliasen, Verfion, E.S.B., 8-9-1993.
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APPENDIX 3

In this appendix, two possible causes for the existence of funds-shortages (which in turn
cause intergenerationa] substitution of income) are to be discussed in depth, namely the mis-
use of a certain survival table (defined as 1 minus the probability of dying at a certain age,
and this for all ages), which can also be seen as a structural expectational error on the
probability of dying, and a structural expectational error in the rate of interest.

The first reason for intergeneration substitution of income, to be discussed in this appendix,
involves a misexpectation of the "survival table", that is a table giving the probability of
reaching a certain age, given that one is that age minus one.

Let us return to the formula describing the total present pension cost at the age of 65, which

is the amount of money all participants have to cover during his active life period, in order
to benefit a pension of Fl. U per annum.

35 ( 1 )~
U x~k:0[165-k] x 1 tr. (24)

1fie probability of dying at age x is again equal to (1I100) x x, and the number of survivors

at age x, denoted by Ix, is equal to 100-x. It is clear that this relation is a serious simpli-

fication of reality. Let us assume that the true probability of dying can be described by a

formula Sx who follows the conditions and known starting- and ending values, as given in

equation 25:

dSs -
0 d S, x-0

áx
ass -~ v s, x-~
áx

s, - i
s,~-ioo

a possible solution is dSx - x and the expression for Sx then becomes

(25)
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Ss - CtaXz (26)

Now we know that S, - 1 and we use this to express C in terms of a, substitution in the
expression for SX leads to

Sz - 1 -a taxz (27)

using S,~ - 100 allows us then to derive the value of a, which is 0.0099. In figure 4, both

equations for the probability of dying at a certain age are plotted.

probability of dying at age x

rr
,0 20 30 ~0 50 60 70 80 90 ~00

p iinee~
epe

oueoretic

figure 4: probabilities of dying at a certain
age, linear and quadratic equation.

Now what is the effect of using the linear formula instead of the quadratic formula (which

we assumed to be the true formula)? It means that one is overestimating the probability of

dying at a certain age. The overestimation is represented by the vertical distanca between

both functions. This (a) means that the pension fund, setting the contribution, will underes-

timate the total present pension cost needed to cover for any individual member's total

pension benefit, and (b) underestimate the total contribution receipts, since less people die

before reaching 65 than expected. The effects (in terms of participants) are reflected by the
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surfaces A and B. Both effects are countereffective, and the final effect depends on the

surfaces A and B, corrected for the difference between the per annum contribution and -

benefit.

Transform the quadratic function representing the probability of dying, in order to compare

it with the function describing the linear number of survivors at a certain age x, lx.

number of survivors at age x
ioo

90 ~

90 ~

7G ~

60 ~

so ~

30 ~

~ o -~

20 ~

~D ~

0
~0 20 30 ~0 50 60 70 BO 9G

.W
O is y a~o~ c~r~ tunc

tGC

figure 5: number of survivors from a population
of 100, at age x.

Now we can introduce both survival functions into the earlier given equation for the total

present pension cost.

k
TPCI - UXEkSo-Z65~kx

1 1 !ltr
x

TPCZ - U x~kSOSes.x x'
1~

1 tr

This leads to

35TPCI - ~k-o1ós,k - 6 3 0 ~ 0. 57
TPCZ ~k5~65 ~k 110 0

(28)

(29~
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Which means that the pension fund who uses the linear survival formula instead of the

quadratic formula, which we assumed to be true, covers a total present pension cost which is

allmost 60~ of the amount of money which is needed to be able to provide any of the
participants who become 65 in that year, the pension benefit FI.U for as long as they

lives'. When using the linear survival equation, the TPPC in any year is 424720, assuming

a pension level U of Fl. 1000 and a rate of interest of 4~, where it should be Fl. 741,674.

The next step is to derive the effect of the overestimation of the survival probability on the

total contribution receipts. It is clear that these receipts will have been underestimated (that

is, actual receipts will be larger than expected), since (for a certain age) more people pay the

same per capita contribution. As we have seen, for any PPC, the contribution is set such as

to equal this PPC, according to the following formula:

Ax~k9o
Izs.k x(1 t r.) ao-k - PPC
12s

or:

A - PPC
1

39 1 2s.k 40-kEk-o 1 x(ltr)
zs

(30)

(31)

Now let us ignore the change of PPC and see what happens to the contribution when the

linear survival function is replaced by the quadratic one. The contribution (A~ is:

Al - PPC

~k9o Szs ~k x(1 t r. ) ao-k

S2s

(32)

The confrontation of A, and AZ is reflected by:
Using the data, this ratio is equal to 1.1396.

s' Similar, if thia mistake ie made for at least 3s years, then the total amount of money the pension funds hold is 6056 of ihe
amount of money he ahould hold.
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3s
~k ~0~25 ~k

SzsAi
~ ~ss

ka13125~k

LZs
35 ~ C

p A1 - ~k-0~25.k X 1 zs
35 S

Ek~~~~k 25

(33)

If we use the TPPC, of Fl. 424,720, and the linear survival table, the contribution A, equals

Fl. 425.1153. Consequently, A2 equals 373.01941. In other words, as a result of the mista-

kingly use of the linear survival table, the contribution is Fl. 52 too high!

Now it is quite easy to see that, as both ratio's are scaleless, the overall effect is of size 0.57

x 1.14 - 0.64. The pension fund which uses the linear survival function instead of the

quadratic function, which we assumed to be correct, ends up with a sum of funds which is

64~0 of the total funds needed to cover for the pension benefits to be paid in the future. To

make the difference clearer, we saw that the TPPC is equal to Fl. 424,720, whereas it

should be 424,720 I 0.57 - FL. 741,674. However, if we take the underestimation of the

total contribution payments also into account, we have the total of funds (which is then not

equal to the TPPC) necessary to cover the pensions, equal to 424,720 I 0.64 - Fl. 663,625.

This means that the succeeding generation will have to cover for this lack of funds, build up

in one year. For this generation, the situation therefore becomes that they carry the burden

of the mistakingly used linear survival table by the predecessing generation, and that they

have an advantage, since the same mistake is also made for them. The net effect on the

lifetime income of that generation depends thus on the number of people in that generation,

compared to the number of persons in the predecessing generation. To explain this, let us

simplify things further by supposing that the next generation is of the same size as the

predecessing generation, that is 100 persons, that the wage level does not change, and that

individuals in one generation all have the same age. This means that all members of the old

generation reach the age of 65 in the same period. In that period, due to the mistakingly use

of the linear survival table, the earlier explained lack of funds exists, where this shortage

equals 663,625 - 424,720 - Fl. 238,905.
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This amount of money must be paid by the young generation, which themselves have an

advantage of the same size (ceteris paribus), which will have to be paid by the third genera-

tion. Therefore, if all generations are of the same size, the lifetime income of the first

generation increases with Fl. 238,905 divided by the size of that generation, which is Fl.

238.954 per person. The members of the second generation carry this burden but have

precisely the same "claim" on the third generation. Their lifetime income is therefore not

changed. This goes on ad in,finitum, with a total amount of intergenerational income

substitution of Fl. 238,905.

This situation does not change when we drop the assumption of a constant size of the

population. Since the different survival probabilities change in the same direction, their ratio

remains the same (they do not change with respect to each other).

This means that, as a result of mistakingly using the linear survival table, under the

assumption that the quadratic survival table is the true one, every generation puts a burden

equal to a fraction of 1- 0.64 - 0.36 of the funds generated by that generation, on the next

generation, no matter the size of these generations.

The fraction of the burden to the amount of money covered can be derived as follows.

TPCI;~~,

TPCnartlinear
ta TPCnonGnear ' TPClinear` ( 1- 0. 6 4) xTPCnonlinear

p Burden N 0. 3 6 x
TPC"~,,~~'

TPC~~r TPCGnear
a T~~en ~0. 36x1 0 64, ~ 0. 56

linear l
p Burden ~ 0. 56 xTPC~,

~0.64

Now the burden is expressed in known variables, and can therefore be calculated.

(34)

Assume a population growth rate of lOlo per annum. Ceteris paribus, which means that

TPC (be it based on the linear or the nonlinear survival table) must increase with lO~osZ.

s derivc ihc per capita pension coct PC, as TPClpopulation. The TPC on tt 1 is then PC xpopulation x(I,1)-TPC x(1,1).
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This, in turn, means that the growth rate of the burden also equals 10~0.

The conclusion is therefore that, as was the case with a constant population, each generation

puts a burden, proportional to the difference between the quadratic and the linear TPC, on

the next generation. However, due to population growth, the fraction of the difference

between the TPC's converges to 0.56 of the TPC. Every generation therefore "produces" his

own burden, which has to be covered by their ancestors, and shifts the burden which they

had receive~ from their ancestors, further "down". In other words, the first generation, who

starts making the mistake of using the linear instead of the nonlinear survival table, creates a

burden B. The second generation creates a burden (1.1)xB and "receives" B. The total

burden becomes B-~-(1.1)xBS3. For any generation g, the total burden then becomes:

- d-I h
B~~-~o ~Ba-1~

or

B~l~ 0. 56xTPCdzIEó 1(1, 1)n

(35)

(36)

For simplicity, we assume the initial TPC to be FL. 1; the total burden for different

generations is then shown to be as follows:

~ it ia aswmed implicitly, that every generation 'passes on' thc debt it has received from earlier generations, plua it's own

penaion debt. In other worda, every generation paya exactly what they think is the actuarial-equilibrium-premium.

Of coutx, it ia rnore likely that every generstion will cover part of the debt of it'a ancestors, but, if we ignore time-specific

eletnents, the wm of debt covered by later generations and the debt still to cover, is equal to the total debt (still to cover),

arttmed over all generations.
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course of the burden on generation x
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figure 7: development of burden on generation x

The enormous increase is readily seen and the inevitable conclusion is that if our pension

fund keeps on making the same mistake concerning the survival tables, the burden on future

generations will become unbearable. For instance, the TPC in our example was Fl. 224,720,

based on the linear survival table and a pension of Fl. 1000 per annum, which leads after 15

generations to a burden of more than 8.5 million FL.

The second possible cause for intergenerational substitution of income is a structural over- or

underestimation of the rate of interest or the rate of return on investment. The effect of a

expectation error on the rate of interest is quite easily seen. Replace the rate of interest by

it's expectation in equation 1, describing the TPC. For simplicity, we assume the linear

survival table to be correct.

TPC~, - UxEk5o16s.xx
1

1 }E [ r~,k I65 ~ 1' (37)

Confrontation with the TPC as defined in equation 1 eliminates the effect of U and an

overestimation of the rate of interest leads to an underestimation of TPC; that is, the ratio of

TPC and TPC~,~~ given above will exceed 1. This can have considerable effects; to show
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w- T (1}r,.~~Wr

Wr,~
T 1 trr.~ ~ Wr.la w- where g,,, - w

gr~l r

(39)

The second scheme is the Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) scheme. The main difference is that one

does not cover one's own pension, but that this pension is paid by the young generation who

will then be working.

óWr~1B,~~ - oWt,~Br ( 4 0 )

ó : contribution perunage

Q : benefit perunage

The rate of interest is excluded, because the payment of the contribution and the benefit are

in the same period. Rewrite to exclude the benefit perunage v:

óBr,~
a- B,

e~ a- ó br,~ , V br~~ -
B'r

(41)

In order to compare both systems, we equalize the contribution perunages T and S and derive

the conditions under which the benefit perunage of the PAYG is the most advantageous.

a?w
a ób ~ T(1 trr., )

r.l - 9,. i
a (1 tr,., )

br, ~ gr. ~
c 1

a a~ 1 , where a - b"'g"'
( 1 trr~l

(42)

the variable a is the well-known Aaron variable; the conclusion is that the PAYG is more

advantageous than the Capital Funding System ( in terms of the benefit perunage and given

the contribution perunage) if the rate of interest is smaller than the nominal growth rate of

the economy, or the combined growth rate of the wages and the population.
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this empirically, suppose that the true real rate of interest is 4qo whereas the expected real

rate of interest is 4,190 . As a result, for an average person entering the age of 65, the

pension he has covered is about 7~o to small. The effect of a misexpectation of the rate of

interest seems to be rather limited, but it should be taken into account that it is quite a small

pension fund (100 participants) and that the expectational error is quite small itself. We will

not concentrate on this, since it is much more interesting to show the effects of a

misjudgment of the interest rate in another way, namely using the two overlapping genera-

tions model. This will also have the advantage of comparing the PAYG and the Capital

Funding Schemes. We begin the analysis with the presentation of both schemes in the two

overlapping generations model. Then we will show the effect of an expectational error on

the comparison of both schemes. The two overlapping generations model assumes two (sic)

generations; the young generation Btt 1 and the old generation Bt. The old generation

retires at the moment that the young generation enters the labour market~`. We assume

that, for any generation Bt the change of dying is zero for periods t and tf l, and 1 for tf2.

This means that the generation Bt remains unchanged for the periods t and t f 1.

In a Capital Funding Scheme, any generation saves for his own pension during the active

period:

7WrB, (1 trr,, ) - wW,,,BI ( 3 8)

where Bt : population on time t

W : wage

T : contribution perunage

w : benefit perunage

Note that the nominal benefit is index-linked, as it is expressed as a fraction of the wage on

tf 1. It is also clear that this scheme is independent of Btf 1. Rewrite to exclude the benefit

perunage w.

g : growth rate wages

~` In fact, when e~laining intergenerational income wbstitution, we implicitly assumed a two overlepping generations model,

ae we divided a lifetime in two periods. This implied ihat members of each generation were of the same age.
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Now lei us concentrate on the Capital Funding Scheme, and find out what happens when an

expectational error is added to this scheme. We take the equation describing the Capital

Funding Scheme (35) and substitute an expectation for the rate of interest.

T`i1~Y'r ( 1}E [ Z't.l l lr ]) - 4lZVr.~Br

rewriting leads to:

v

rewrite:

T`(1trr~~fyr~ - ~gr~l , V E[rr.lJ -rr.1}yr

error term

T~(1}r"') t T~y` - 1
w9r.1 w9r.i

t~ 7~ X~ 1{rr~l, - 1- T~yr
w g„1 w9,.,

which, using equation 30, leads to:

7~ x(~ 1- 1 - T cy`
w l T J ~gt.l

a 7~ - 1 - Tcy'
T wgr.t

Or,

1 1 yr

T - T` - ~gr.l
p T-T`- yr

T T` Wgr.l

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47i

So that the relative difference between the (unknown) true contribution and the contribution

used, is a function of the estimation error, corrected for the benefit growth.

It is easy to see that v~ - 0 means that 7 and t are equal. A positive expectation error,
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which means that E[r~,,; I,] ~ r~,,, is an overestimation of the interest revenues on the funds

invested, so we expect that the contribution perunage will be too low, compared to the true

contribution perunage:

~
v~0 a T-T ~0, since wg„~ ? 0

TT`
p T-T`~O
p T` ~ T

(48)

The intergenerational substitution factor, derived above, is not (yet) fully correct, in the

sense that it has no scale; in order to give any meaning to it, we must express it in guilders,

that is, in terms of the effort of the young generation, who will have to carry the burden of

the expectation error. The total burden of the old on the young generation, as a result of

erroneously using t, must result in an adaptation of the contribution perunage of the young.

Denote this contribution perunage v, necessary to cover the pension of this generation, in the

case of absence of the burden, and u`, where the burden is incorporated. Then the following

equality must hold:

(v`-v)w,.,B,.1 - (T -T`)w~~
(49)

substitution of the solution of (T - t) leads to:

TT`Vf (50)
wgr.~br,~

ln words: a positive expectation error on the rate of interest increases the contribution

perunage of the young generation, relative to the "true" Capital Funding perunage; this

effect is diminished by the combined growth rate of the economy. In other words, corrected

for the given growth rates of the economy, an overestimation of the rate of interest (v ) 0),

results in a contribution perunage v` which exceeds the correct contribution v.

The third possible cause for intergenerational substitution of income, which will be discussed

in this appendix, lies in the influence of the level of the AOW benefit on claims on the

additional pension schemes, this in the case of wage-related pension schemes. This source of
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intergenerational substitution is considered to be of less importance and will therefore not be
discussed in depth.

As explained, the influence of the AOW benefit on the benefit of an additional pension
benefit goes through the franchise. Rewrite the total present pension cost to:

k
TPPC - 0.7x(W- ~DAOW) xEkso lbsk( llr~ (51)

Where W is the wage. As said in section 3.2.2.a, three types of AOW benefits are dis-

tinguished; the benefit for a married individual, whose partner worked also, the benefit for

an unmarried individual and the benefit for a married individual whose partner did not work.

These benefits are not the same, they are respectively 50, 70 and 100~ of the net minimum

wage, and consequently the franchise is not the same. Usually, a pension fund uses only one

type of AOW as the franchise-base and this leads to intra-generational income substitution.

However, this assumes that the franchise used by the pension fund is the weighted average

of the true franchises, since only in that case, the disadvantages (in terms of lifetime income)

of one group are equal to the advantages of the other two groups. Let us rewrite the above

equation to explicitly show the average income-base:

Ex,~ (Ws- ~~AOWQ~) fE~,t (Wx- ~AOWb~) t~x:i (Ws- ~OAOW~~
TPPC - 0. 7 x x

a t b t c

(52)
x~35 165~k 1 k

k 0
165 `lti)

where a, b and c are the number of participants who receive an AOW benefit of the three

types described above. This equation can be rewritten to:

In reality, a franchise of which one expects that it is close to this "equilibrium franchise", is

used. Now suppose that a pension fund sets a certain franchise and suppose that this
franchise exceeds the equilibrium franchise AOW~. This means that the franchise taken into

account exceeds the real average franchise of the participants of the pension fund, and this
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0.7 1~ ZO 10 3S 165~k 1 kx (aW -a -AOW t bW -b -AOW t cW -c -AOW xE - ( I
a t b t c 1 7 ~ 7 b 7 ` k-o 16s ` 1 tr I

a 0. 7W - 10 x aAOWa f bAOWb f cAOW~ x~3s 1 65~k ( 1 k ( 53 )
7 a t b t c k o 16s 1 ltr)

k
a(0.7W - ~ x AOW~ IxEksO ~s.k( 1}r1

I 65 J
means that, under the assumption that the pension fund must under all circumstances

guarantee that the pension equals 709'0 of the wage base, the part of the pension covered by

the pension fund is to small. This means that, at the moment of retiring, a shortage of the

total present pension cost will be detected, as the AOW benefit (on average) turns out to be

smaller than the expected AOW benefit, which was used in determining the franchise. It is

clear that this results in an income substitution from the working generation to the retired

generation, as the former has to cover for this shortage.
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APPENDIX 4

2.1 specific discussion of the Huijzer and van Loo model:

The level of the compulsory pension benefit depends on the gross wage and, with a francise
method, the AOW benefit:

up - 0.9x(ltup~) (0.7x1 - 0.85uag) (54)

uag : AOW benefit

up,~, : autonomous increase in the period 1983-1988, based on the need to
incorporate the effect of future maturisation.

After 40 years and a coverage of 1,759o per annum, the level of the compulsory pension

benefit is 0.7(1-1017uag) - 0.71-uag. The coe~cient 0.9 reflects the overall effect of the

pension gap, which can occur when switching from one pension fund to another, resulting

from labour mobility. If the level of the compulsory pension benefit is known; the

contribution-reserve needed for a pensioned participant can be determined:

k~ 1wpmi - upxE~,;,~om ( i, j) t
1 tr

k
f 0.85x0.7xE~om(i, j) í1-om(j, jfl)ov(j, jtl)E~,~ov(j,k)(

ltr)
(55~ V 1 -65. .99.

om(i,j) : probability of surviving age j, when being at age i.

The first part of this equation is simply the sum of the discounted compulsory pension

benefits, corrected for the survival probability. The second part is the widows-pension. The

benefit level is 703'0 of the pension of a male, assumed that 85~0 of the men is married and

corrected for the survival probability of the woman, conditional on the death of the man.

The above equation can then be used to calculate the contribution reserve needed for a man

who retires at the age of 65. Given this, take the discounted value and the average by, for

every age, multiplying the contribution sum with the weight of the participants of that age in

the total population.
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6s -i
cwupm - wpmó5 x E~25 abpmi x 1

abpm ltr)

abpmi : number of inen of age i.

abpm : total number of inen.

(56)

Which is the average discounted value of the contribution sum, necessary on the moment of

retiring.

Assume an average contribution to be paid during the active period. For any year in the

active period, this contribution must be multiplied with (1 f r}"o`-~, for the years that

contribution has already been paid, which is the discounting of past payments to the present.

The contribution still to be paid in future years, from that particular year onward to 65,

must be discounted from the future to the present, by multiplying it with (lllfr)~y~`. In

fact, this leads us to the discounted sum of the contributions paid and the contributions to be

paid. In order to have actuarial equilibrium, this must equal the total contribution sum

needed at the age of 65. The equation reflecting this is:

~a abpmi i za ;~ ~a abpmi r,a-i k
PPm x Ei.zs abpm ~;zi ( l tz-) - t ppmxE;z25 abpm Ek,, ( l lr) - cwupm ~

The average contribution is the only unknown in this equation. Rewriting leads to:

ppm - cwupm

~a abpmí r-za ;-, ~, ; 1 k í 58 )

~a25 ab m x i-~ (1 }r) }~k:l ( 1 r)P }

Which is the average contribution under the condition of actuarial equilibrium. The

contribution sum needed for a male participant of age i is then equal to the sum of the

discounted contributions over the period i until 65.

wpmi - E~áia (1 }r)'-' xPPm (59)
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Now the calculations for women are analogous to the described above, so we ignore them.

Summation over all participants leads to the total contribution sum needed:

WP65t - E6s[(apmixwpmi) t(apvít0.70apwi)xwpvi] (60)

apmi . number of male retirees age i.

wpmi : contribution sum needed for male retirees age i.

apvi : number of female retirees age i.

apwi : number of widows

wpvi : contribution sum needed for female retirees age i.

The contribution sum for active participants is

wp2564 - E~ZS[(abpmi~wpmí) t (abpvitwpvi)] (61)

and the total needed contribution sum then is WP - WP2546f WP6555 . The increase of

the contribution sum then is

~WP - WP - WP-~ ( 62 )

and this is the financing balance entry (financieringssaldo) of the pension funds. If we define

the sum of the compulsory pension benefits as:

UP -~pm65t t apv65f t 0.70xapw65}~up (63)

then we can define the sum of the contribution payments to the sum of the pension benefits

plus the increase of the contribution sum, minus the interest gains on last year's funds.

PP - UP t ~WP - iWP-~ ( 6 4)

ss this is a~implification, comparcd to the model, but it ia tnorc suitable for explanatory rcasons.
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2.2 Specific discussion of the Bolhuis, Vossers-model:

We concentrate on the second and the third modules, that is, on benefits and the calculation

of the actuarial funds.

a) the benefits module.

The starting point is the equation describing the substitution effect, which is necessary to

determine the average benefit of the old age pension. This substitution effect is:

LB - LB-laxpCUM (10 )
GUS -

LB-4xpCUM ( 4 )

LB : gross wage

pcum : cumulative price indexation

(65)

and gives the effect of the increased average wage on the moment of retiring. Suppose that

the average duration of the retirement is 4 years, and that the maximum duration is 10

years. The substitution effect is then the ratio of the incidental wage increase in the

maximum period over the gross wage minus the incidental wage increases over the average

period. In other words, the numenator is the difference between the level of gross wage

related to a new beneficiary, minus the (inflation corrected) gross wage of a beneficiary who

is deceased. This is therefore the (real) increase of the new benefit. This must be corrected

with the denominator, which is the (inflation corrected) gross wage of beneficiaries who

remain alive. The increase of the benefit as a result of the substitution effect must then be

weighted for the proportion of new benefit claims (A) in the total of claims (B). This leads

to the following equation for the average benefit for male retirees:

upmao - upmao-,x(ltp)x(ifGUSxB) (66)

A : new benefit claims.

B : total number of claims at the end of the last period.

p : price-index.
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The average future benefit for people in the labour force is

upmao - upmao-lx (lfp) x (1 fGUS) (67)

where GUS is not weighted; the reason for omitting the weighting is not clear.

b) the calculation of actuarial funds.

Here, the actuazial contribution is determined, using the continuation principle, which means

that also the future covering of pension claims must be taken into account. The actuarial

premium perunage is:

pac- ~-B

NV : actuarial funds

B . investments

PG : contribution base

PG (68)

The actuazial funds (or actuarial premium reserve) are determined using the cost price of Fl.

1 of pension benefit or the amount of money one should reserve in order to be sure of Fl. 1

pension benefit per annum from the age of 65 on, this is referred to as KOM(i), where i the

age. If somebody is young, the cost of pension is more reflected in the present value of

future premium payments and, as one becomes older, this is replaced by the discounted sum

of earlier payments. The cost of a pension of Fl. 1 on the age of retiring, KOM(65), should

therefore be fully covered by premium payments made during the active period, and must

therefore be equal to the actuazial premium reserve for a certain group of beneficiaries.

KOM(i) - E~~IOM(i,J) x Fl. 1
(1}r)'-`

V i~65

om(i,j) : the survival probability; see Huijser en van Loo.

(69)
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and the pension cost for anyone not yet retired is:

KOM(i) - om(i, 65) x KOM(65)
(ltr.)es-r (70)

d i-25, ..,64.

Now these calculations are performed for all groups beneficiaries (retired men, disabled,

widows and orphans), and this price of Fl. 1 pension benefit times the benefit level and the

number of beneficiaries results in the total actuarial funds or actuarial premium reserve,

defined as NV.

The present value of the contribution base, defined as PG, is, analogous to the method

determining the actuarial funds, determined using a benefit function of FL. 1 pension base.

OPM(i) - E~;OM~ íi,J)
~ (ltr);;

(71)

OM'(i,j) : probability that a participant remains in the fund, which is

the probability of survival (OM), and the probabilities of not

exiting the specific pension fund or becoming disabled.

With this benefit function, we can determine the present value of the contribution base:

PGM - BLx(E~sAPM ( j) xOPM ( j))

BL : gross wage

APM : number of male contribution payers

(72)

and PG (the total contribution base) can, analogous to the derivation of NV, be found by

summing up the contribution bases of all groups of beneficiaries.

Now the actuarial balance can be derived by confronting the discounted sum of future

premium receipts (based on the actual premium perunage pf and the total premium base
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PG), summed with the actual funds B, with the actuarial funds, denoted by NV. To do this,

reconsider the equation describing the actuarial premium perunage. This can be rewritten to

-pacxPG - B - NV (73)

the confrontation with the actual premium receipts is then:

pfxPG - pacxPG - pfxPG f B- NV
~ (pf -pac)xPG-pfxPGtB-1VV

~e-pfxPG}B-NV
(74)

The actual premium perunage must he cet in cuch a way that thP PffPCrc nf s~,rnl~~cPC nr

shortages with respect to the actuarial fund are spread through time, which means that both

perunages must equal in the long run, in order for the pension fund to be actuarial in

equilibrium in the long run.

2.3 Specific discussion of the Mdhlmann-Bronkhorst model

As said in the text, Móhlmann-Bronkhorst starts her model with determining the number of

participants, sleepers and retirees. The next step is the derivation of the average pension

base, which is in accordance with the models discussed above. The average pension base is

equal to the average income base, minus the franchise. The average income base is equal to

the total income base, divided by the number of active participants. Next year's total income

base, finally, is equal to (a) the average income base of this year, times the (fraction)

income increase due to the course of the career, times the (fraction) income increase due to

the overall wage-increase, times the number of active participants who do not exit this

group, plus (b) the average income base of this year, multiplied with half of the fractions of

the two income increases, for the number of persons entering the group of active partici-

pants, who do not exit this group in the second half of the year.

the (simplified) average pension base therefore is:

PGs(x,t) - Max[ {IGs(x,t) - F(t)} , 0 J
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PGs : average pension base

IGs : average income base active participants

F : franchise

Which can be compared to the model of Huijzer and van Loo (

IGs - TOTIGs I As(xf l,tf 1)

TOTIGs : total income base active participants

TOTIGs - {[IGs(x,t) x(1 f cAs(x)) x(1 f lA(t f 1))] x As(x,t) x(1-uAs)}

f{[IGs(xf l,tt 1) x(1 fcAs(x)) x(1 f'f~lA(tf 1))] x

xTs(xf'h,tf'f~)x(I-'huAs(xf 1)) }

IA : wage-adaptation active participants

If the average pension base is known, the, again simplified, pension coverage per annum can

be calculated:

POG(x,t) - 1.7501o x PGs(x,t)

POG : pension coverage per annum

Then the total pension benefit claim is equal to

OPGAs(x,t) - dAs(x,t) x POGs(x,t) x As(x,t)

OPGA : total covered pension benefit claim

dA : number of active years, which is again dependent of the dA of last

year, corrected for the probabilities of exiting and entring.
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The total old-age pension claims of a pension in some year started in that year (OPGGs) are

equal to (1) the one period lagged value, times a certain fractional adaptation of pensions,

times a probability of not leaving the group of retirees, plus (b) old-age pension for

somebody of one year younger of a certain group, times the probability of not leaving this

group, and this for all groups, that is, the combinations of, on the one hand, married and

unmarried and, on the other hand, active and sleeper~. This is the claim of a year's

starting retirees and the whole of the pension benefit payments is therefore equal to this

OPGGs off all pension years:

puOPGGs ( t t 1) - Exsós xOPGGs ( x, t t 1) (75)

Analogous to Bolhuis and Vossers, the derivation of the pension contributions is based on

the cost of Fl. 1 pension or the net-single premium, or "netto-koopsom" at age 65, nkOPc,

which is equal to the "burden" of the number of retirees of age 65 on the size of the active

population.

With these net-single premiums, the sum of all contributions for any group c(active

participant, disabled, sleeper and retiree), gender s and age x is:

cwVATc,s(x,t) -{ nkOPGc,s(x) x OPGc,s(x,t) } v c

where the nkOPGc,s is used as a"weight-factor" for each group. The sum of these

contributions is the sum of these contributions, over all the combinations of gender s and

group c.

PV ( t ) - ExsZS [ CwVATA,~ ( x , t ) } cwVATA~ (x , t ) }
f cwVATI,~ (x, t) t cwVATIv (x, t) t

tcwVATP~,(x,t) }cwVATPv(x,t) ] t (76)

} E65 [ CwVATG~, (X, t) t CwVATG~ (X, t) ] t

}~,~.n [ cwwPlw~, ( yx, t) t cwwPlwv (yx, t) ]

~ to keep things aimple, this equation ia not given. The intercsted rcader is referred to Móhlmann-Bronkhorst, 1986, p. 185.
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m : male

v : femal e

cwVATA : present value of all contributions
the Active participants-group.

I : disabled

G : retired

W : widowlwidower

yx : age partner.

claims for a member of

The second module is quite small and describes the investment portfolio of the pension fund.

For all three investment possibilities (Bonds (vastrentende waarden), real estates and stocks),

a combination of risk and return is determined, where risk is defined as the standard

deviation of the return around its mean. For each investment possibility, three combinations

of risk and return are defined. There are therefore 3 x3 possibilities

Return is defined as:

trB - E3z1 [ pAi xtrAi ] t E3-~ [ pVi x trVi ] t E;,, [ pOi x trOi ]
(77)

pA,pV,pO : fraction invested in stocks, resp. bonds, resp. real estates.
trA,trV,trO : return on stocks, resp. bonds, resp. real estates.

It is clear that the sum of the fractions, each summed over three combinations should be

equal to one. As said earlier, the risk of any investment is defined as the variance of the

return. Since there are three risk possibilities for any investment possibility, the sum of these

risks is given by the following formula:

VAR(A f Bf C) - VAR(A f B f C) f 2 x[COV(AB) f COV (AC) f COV(BC)]

or
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risX - [ ( ~'`' [ (pXi xrisXi ) ] 2 ) t
E~.l [ (PXi ) ] z

t2x[(pX1xpX2xrisXlxrisX2xc(x1,X2)) t
(pX2xpX3xrisX2xrisX3xc(X2,X3)) t

(pX1xpX3xrisXlxrisX3xc(X1,X3) ) ~ E;,1(pXi)
1

)~

(~8)

and the risk of the whole investment portfolio can be found by summing the above defined

risk of the different investment possibilities, in a way analogous to this summation.

The factor present value of the surplus interest rate (fcoV) is:

f coV - E~pi[ orV -r

r : discount rate

orV : rate of return of bonds

i79i

the surplus interest receipts CWO are equal to orV times the investment in bonds. The sum

of the activa (D) is equal to the sum of the investment portfolios plus the surplus interest

receipts:

D - pA f(1 f fcoV) x pV f p0

The third module is referred to as the Integration module. Here, the balance of the pension

fund is formed, and the whole of the investment stock is set equal to the possible size of the

pension liabilities and (possibly) a reserve. Also, the profit-and-loss-account is derived. On

the debit side of this account are the mutations of pension liabilities, mutation of the reserves

and pension benefits paid to retireess'. On the active side, we find the return on

investments, the return on wealth and, as the balance entry, the premium.

The profit-and-loss-account is formed as follows: from the pension liabilities module

(module 1) we know the pension liabilities (PV) and the pension benefits (pu). These are

n remember that the profit-and-loas-account is a passiwm-account, whercas the balance account is an actiwm-account.
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(a.o.) the debet side of the account. On the other hand, the entries on the credit side are

formed in the investment portfolio module (module 2). As said earlier, the sum of the

premiums to receive by the pension fund is the balance entry of the profit-and-loss-account.

Suppose the reserves (R) to be equal to 5~ of the pension liabilities. Next year's premium

then is:

pr(tf 1) - dPV(tf 1) f dR(tf 1) f pu(t-~ 1)

- dCWO(tf 1) - o(tf 1) - v(tf 1)

pr : premium

dPV : first difference of PV (pension liabilities)

dR : first difference of R(reserves)

pu : pension benefits, to be paid

dCWO : first difference CWO (present value surplus interest rate)

o : yield (opbrengst)

v : return on funds.

The fourth module is the investment optimalisation module where, for any age group an

optimal investment portfolio is calculated. The risk and return of such a portfolio is negati-

vely related to the age, as one should lower the risk-return ratio when investing for old age

groups who are closer to the year of retiring. The sum of all investment portfolios over all

age groups is the optimal investment portfolio of the pension fund as a whole.
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